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Successful entrepreneur Brian T. Cunningham admits he made 98 percent of the
mistakes a new entrepreneur does. But in Never Give Up! Cunningham shows how
he persisted, learned, survived, and thrived, and he can lead you, too, toward a
rewarding business career.

In 1965, he cofounded Electronic Sales Associates (ESA), an organization that
specialized in high-speed computer printers, tape drives, minicomputers, and digital
data acquisition systems. Four years later, Cunningham became CEO of Computer Entry
Systems (CES), an outgrowth of ESA. Marketing products to improve the data entry
process, CES grew over twenty years from a few founders to a profitable company
located on four continents and competitive with the likes of IBM, NCR, and Burroughs.

Never Give Up! discusses a variety of business topics an entrepreneur must consider,
including:

• Formulating a business plan 
• Establishing a board of directors 
• Securing funding 
• Becoming and running a public company 
• Handling mergers

Gleaned from personal experiences, the life lessons in this book detail the reality of
creating and growing a business and illustrate how success is achieved through hard
work and determination. Inspirational in nature, Never Give Up! provides pointers
and advice to stimulate successful entrepreneurs on their journey.

Brian T. Cunningham co-founded Electronic Sales Associates (ESA)
in 1965 and served as chairman and CEO of Computer Entry Systems
Corporation (CES) from 1969 to 1989. Cunningham began his
career as a physicist at NASA in Maryland. He and his wife, Terri,
have nine children and twenty-three grandchildren.
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“Wow! If learning about business and entrepreneurship is best based on
experience, Brian Cunningham hits a home run, sending the ball right out
of the park with this book. Never Give Up! takes aspiring entrepreneurs right
into the trenches to view the reality of creating and growing a business. A
‘must read’ for anyone who dreams of starting or running a business.”

—Nancy Nuell, Director of Business Development and Entrepreneurship,
Montgomery College

“Building a business is a journey into the unknown. You will not go down
the same road as Brian, but his map described in Never Give Up! on how
to reach your destination is without equal.”

—Dave Dicklich, CEO of ProjectorCentral.com

“Never Give Up! is a great story that is very well-written. It brought back
many fond memories of the lessons we learned along the way.”

—Bob Gibbs, former CFO of CES

“Never Give Up! is both enjoyable and excellently done. Entrepreneurs and
venture capital seekers will find this book a very useful guide to their success.”

—Gordon Macklin, first president of NASDQ

“As a former associate of CES who enjoyed doubling his department’s rev-
enues as well as my earnings under Brian’s tutelage, I can say that that
working with Brian was the most enlightening aspect of my business
career. Reading Never Give Up! helped me understand the source of his
practical knowledge and filled in many of the big picture gaps in my own
understanding.”

—Joe Newberger, small business consultant



“Brian’s account of the infectious excitement and day-to-day challenges
confronted, as the company grew, is both graphic and compelling. A pro-
fessionally rewarding experience for all fortunate enough to have been
involved in the unique environment that only a start-up can provide.”

—Curt Mosby, former materials manager of Computer Entry Systems

“After more than twenty-five years of working in the corporate world, I can
state unequivocally that Brian Cunningham is the best boss for whom I have
ever had the privilege of working. His style of managing by walking around
and his sincere interest in each employee gave all of us the feeling that we
played an integral part in the success of the organization. I highly recom-
mend reading Mr. Cunningham’s book, Never Give Up!, which will assist
and empower entrepreneurs in building a healthy and thriving business.”

—Pat Sellers, former manager of administration of CES
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Preface

Entrepreneurship is a 24-7 job that requires commitment, attitude,
planning, and persistence.

This book provides an autobiographical description of my entrepreneurial
journey, including the good, bad, ugly, and humorous steps along my
twenty-year journey through a valley of desperate despair to the thrill of
corporate victory. I’m very proud of and grateful for the performance of
CES Corporation, the subject of this book, as it grew from a few founders
who had an idea to a thousand highly motivated associates on four conti-
nents. We competed, head-to-head, with the best of the best, including
IBM, NCR, and Burroughs (now Unisys), companies thousands of times
our size. And we won almost 60 percent of the competitive encounters.
After four years of start-up losses, we achieved sixteen years of consecu-
tively increasing profitability, returning more than thirty times their initial
investment to our founding investors. While I personally made 98 percent
of the mistakes an entrepreneur could make, I persisted, learned, and sur-
vived. Finally, CES thrived. I hope you enjoy this book as much as I
enjoyed the journey.

In his groundbreaking book, Job Creation in America, David Birch
reported that small businesses—those companies with fewer than twenty
employees—were responsible for the creation of about 98 percent of all
new jobs.1

Things haven’t changed much in twenty years. According to the U.S.
Small Business Administration, the above statistic hasn’t changed at all.2

For that reason alone, the message bears repeating: businesses with fewer
than twenty employees are responsible for about 98 percent of all new
jobs.
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From an economic standpoint, America depends on the entrepreneur
for the nation’s continued fiscal growth. Certainly, starting a business isn’t
without challenges. Not the least of which is the failure rate. Estimates on
the number of new businesses that close their doors within four years of
opening run as high as 50 percent.3 But such failure is ironically often a
matter of simply not understanding how to succeed. On average, newly
formed businesses require three to ten years of guidance from entrepre-
neurial veterans to substantially improve their survival rates.4

Unfortunately, not all seasoned entrepreneurs have the time or inclina-
tion to act as mentors for their young compatriots. I, however, have been
inspired to chronicle my own experiences as an entrepreneur. I believe that
my path may act as a catalyst and learning experience for those considering
a similar journey.

My twenty-year entrepreneurial travels included a variety of successes
and failures. I hope that after reading about my journey, budding entre-
preneurs will learn to avoid the mistakes that I made. At least they may be
better prepared to cope with them. They will then come to embrace and
enjoy their own entrepreneurial journeys.

The failure rate of new entrepreneurial businesses doesn’t have to be as
high as it is. Although fear of failure can be a driving force toward success,
if faced honestly and used to find solutions to problems, “never give up” is
the single most important message I want to impart to readers.

I have written this book for three audiences: my family in order to pro-
vide them with a record of my entrepreneurial journey as they are begin-
ning their own life’s journey, entrepreneurs all the way from the most
successful ones, that is, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, et cetera, and my inner city-
emerging victims of poverty, drug abuse, and incarceration whom I hope
to help avoid some of the mistakes that I made as well as to give them tools
to ease the burdens of their entrepreneurial journeys. It is for these reasons
that I trust readers will find the appendices at the end of the book describ-
ing constructive dissension—a tool I found to be particularly helpful in
stimulating my associates to achieve higher levels of intellectual perfor-
mance. If readers use constructive dissension in conjunction with the ques-
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tions at the end of each chapter, I am confident that you will get a great
deal more out of your efforts to stimulate successful entrepreneurship.
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Chapter One:

Climbing the Corporate Ladder

As entrepreneurs, we must have passion for what we are doing. It’s
up to each one of us to develop that passion!

Let me give it to you straight. I’ve had my fair share of first- and second-
time failures in my many years as an entrepreneur. Over the past decades, I
estimate I’ve made 98 percent of the mistakes that one can make in the
entrepreneurial world. But what sets me apart from others who’ve made
similar mistakes? And why have I enjoyed overall success? Despite the fail-
ures, and sometimes even because of them, I was resolute that I wouldn’t
give up.

Someone may have told you, “If you can survive, you can thrive.”
That adage has always impressed me. I like the idea that if we persist

and refuse to give up, we will succeed. Of course, the expectation of suc-
cess must be reasonable. But what’s reasonable? Who would have guessed
that a couple kids with an idea for organizing the world’s information on
the Internet would find success with an innovative search engine called
Google? Who would have guessed that a stay-at-home mom with a cookie
recipe would eventually develop Mrs. Fields, a worldwide chain of baked
goods stores? Essentially, it is most important to find your passion and
then never, ever give up.

All human beings have a certain degree of intellectual ability. Because
some of us have more innate ability than others, these endowed individu-
als would seem to have an advantage. Actually, in almost all instances, per-
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sistence levels the playing field. Having that persistence, that
determination to never give up, allows you to analyze what went right and
what went wrong in previous attempts. Determination propels you to try,
try, and try again. It drives you to never give up. It may sound trite, but
it’s often true that slow and steady wins the race. The tortoise beat the hare
not because he was a better runner but because he persisted.

I’d like to tell you that once I realized the importance of persistence, my
journey was easy. But that’s not the way it works. It isn’t easy to keep striv-
ing in the face of adversity. It isn’t easy to keep going when everything
around you is falling apart. But I refused to give up. Because of that, I can
now look back on my entrepreneurial journey and the bumps along the
various roads I traveled and clearly say that it was all worth it.

Do I remember the exact point when I realized the importance of never
giving up? No. But I do recall the point when I realized I needed to make
a change in my financial life. Even though it occurred more than forty
years ago, that day is still clear to me. I was only twenty-eight years old. It
was July 8, 1964, just four days after Lynda, my wife of six years, gave
birth to Karin, our fourth child. Lynda and I could not have been happier
with our large family. In fact, we’d always thought that six would be a nice
number of children. But on this day, I began to worry about our financial
future.

As Lynda got some much-needed rest, I went downstairs to get a cup of
coffee and to spend a few minutes alone with the newspaper before the
older kids were ready to start their day. Almost immediately, I saw an arti-
cle about projected typical college tuition costs over the next twenty years.
Lynda and I had made a commitment to each other that when the time
came, we would send our children to college. But as I sat there with my
morning coffee, I realized the combination of the number of children we
had and the projected college tuitions outlined in the paper meant that we
didn’t have a prayer of fulfilling that commitment, at least not on my cur-
rent salary as a NASA physicist.

I had come to NASA when President Kennedy’s challenge to land a
man on the moon had inspired America. As a young physicist, I became
passionately dedicated to meet the president’s challenge. My job was stim-
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ulating and rewarding, but it wasn’t enough. Regardless of any promotions
I could reasonably expect to achieve while working for NASA, my job
would never provide us with the kind of money we would need to send
our growing brood to college.

I thought, “What are we going to do?”
To that end, I adhered to a basic principle that had served me well in

the past. When faced with a particular challenge, consider all the facts.
Then act, and do so immediately. Even though I wasn’t entirely sure about
the proper course of action, I clearly had to do something different from
what I had been doing. I had to at least begin the process.

I considered joining the private sector because commercial engineering
salaries were already higher than government salaries. I told anyone who
would listen that I was in the market for a new job. I got some good refer-
rals. Within a short period, I interviewed with Boeing, Hughes, Beckman
Instruments, Hewlett-Packard, and others. Although there were many
opportunities for me in the commercial world, I hadn’t seen anything that
aroused my passion. Past experience had taught me that I’d be much better
off if I were passionate about my work. I knew that if I really loved my job,
I’d outwork my fellow workers and perform well above average, thus gain-
ing me the respect and the advancement I wanted for my family and
myself.

Later in 1964, I was invited to attend an equipment sales seminar at
NASA. A particular company was going to demonstrate products it hoped
to sell to NASA engineers for use in the Space Race. As I sat in the exhibi-
tion hall that Friday afternoon, I listened intently as Jack McDonnell and
Ed Etess, two persuasive Masters Degree engineers, turned salesmen, rat-
tled off impressive equipment specifications and convincing application
descriptions. The confidence, skill, and humor of these thirty-year-olds
completely dazzled me. After the seminar, I approached Ed and Jack to
thank them for their presentation. I didn’t realize it then, but meeting
these intriguing young men was my first step along my entrepreneurial
journey.

I soon learned that Jack and Ed were developing ideas for an organiza-
tion representing manufacturers. Their idea was to create a company that
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would market products for companies that could not manage or didn’t
want to manage their own sales forces. The men estimated that their com-
pany would earn a 5 to 15 percent commission.

I liked everything I saw in these two developing entrepreneurs. When
they invited me out for a beer, I leaped at the opportunity, hoping I might
gain a spot somewhere in their plans. Over several beers, Jack and Ed
described their grand vision for the development of a representation com-
pany, which would evolve into a design/engineering/manufacturing/sales
organization. After the sales company was running profitably, Jack and Ed
wanted to create an organization that manufactured computer peripherals
to ease the data input/output problems in the computer industry due to
the ever-increasing speed of central processors.

Later, I eagerly told Lynda, “I hope I’ve found a place with Jack and Ed.
It could provide us with an opportunity for wealth and success beyond our
wildest dreams.” I continued, “College for the kids is no longer a concern.
If everything plays out as they said, money would no longer be an issue.
All of us would have a chance to live the American Dream!”

I began to feel great!
Over the next four months, while continuing to work at NASA, I met

many times with Jack and Ed. I learned more about how I might fit into
their new organization, now officially named Electronic Sales Associates
(ESA). Lynda and I spent hours discussing the pros and cons of my leaving
the relative security of a NASA job, which offered somewhat limited, but
consistent, salary increases, health benefits, vacation, educational perks,
and above all, security for our family.

We wondered if it was a good idea for me to leave all that for a start-up
organization when the two founders and I had a combined total of nine
children and $10,000 in start-up capital.

In my case, I didn’t have any real business or sales experience at a com-
pany more complicated than a lemonade stand. In fact, none of us had
anywhere near the experience that we should have had to take on a venture
of that size, but ignorance is bliss.

In terms of encouragement, Lynda, who was as intrigued by Jack and
Ed as I was, said, “If we don’t try it now, we never will.”
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I thank God that I married a brave and supportive wife.
In the spring of 1965, six months after we first met, I joined Jack and

Ed as an account representative for ESA. Twenty-eight days after I started
my new job, Ed asked if I could wait a week for my belated paycheck. This
was my first introduction to Cash Flow Shortage 101. I began to wonder if
our American Dream was going to be an American nightmare. Even
though I was concerned, I shook it off and continued trying to sell our
products.

Despite the initial cash flow problem, our timing could not have been
better. The electronics and aerospace industries were booming. ESA
expanded rapidly and successfully. Our first offices were in the basement
of a beauty salon in Crofton, Maryland, a suburb of Washington DC.
Within three years, we had offices in Washington, Baltimore, Philadel-
phia, and New York.

By 1968, I was an executive vice president of ESA with an equity stake
in the business. We were then given the opportunity to take over the entire
New England region for a number of the manufacturers we represented.
While it was a fabulous opportunity for the company, taking on the new
division meant that Ed, Jack, or I would have to move. I lost the flip of the
coin and agreed to move my family, now up to five children, to Boston to
organize and manage the New England division of ESA. Jack and Ed
would stay in Washington and keep the cash rolling to fuel my start-up
activities in New England.

We left Silver Spring, Maryland, and made the five-hundred-mile trip
to Boston in a car packed with five children under the age of seven, our
German shepherd, four goldfish, and any of our worldly goods that had
not been squeezed into the moving van. I had a lot of time for reflection
on that long drive. I thought about how well ESA had performed and how
lucky I was to have the chance to do it all over again in New England. This
time, I’d be essentially on my own. I also began to recognize the impor-
tance of timing in any decision.

ESA’s founding was synchronous with America’s race to the moon.
This factor was more relevant to our success than our particular business
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acumen. If we had begun our business at an earlier or later date, we likely
wouldn’t have achieved the same level of success.

While timing may not be everything, it certainly is a large part of any
entrepreneurial journey. As an entrepreneur, that’s an important point to
remember. Even if you are the best of the best, the timing has to be right.
Else, you might as well stay home.
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Chapter Two:

On the Road Again

A supportive family is an essential ingredient to becoming an entre-
preneur.

We settled in the quaint village of Acton, one town past Concord. After
overcoming the usual hurdles of finding a house, a school for the kids,
stores, and a church to attend, my life returned to the typical cycle of
spending sixty hours a week on the job and fifty hours asleep. The remain-
ing hours were reserved for eating and leisure activities, including playing
with the children, exercising, and hobbies.

At first, business in New England was tough. The former manufactur-
ers’ representatives had decimated customer relations. I could only obtain
sales appointments by offering to right the wrongs of my predecessors.
That taught me a valuable lesson. Once I openly admitted fault (even
when it wasn’t mine), apologized, and offered to fix the problem, custom-
ers came to respect me. Many even became my friends.

Within a year, the New England division was running smoothly.
Shortly thereafter, it led the ESA pack in monthly sales production.
Lynda, the children, and I came to love Boston and its people. We even
learned to appreciate New England weather, primarily because of the win-
ter sports activities that our whole family enjoyed.

Sometimes, too much success too early breeds discontent. A rift devel-
oped between Jack and Ed over ESA’s immediate goals. Jack believed ESA
was ready to move into corporate acquisition mode, but Ed thought the
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company was already overextended. He wanted to build a substantial bank
account through sales before integrating other companies into ESA. It was
clear to both Ed and Jack that, regardless of the company’s next step, ESA
needed a capital infusion to support any acquisition strategy and continue
expansion. As such, Jack and Ed hired someone to solicit investments.
Soon, due in large part to Jack’s and Ed’s past experience with Rensselaer
Polytechnic and their sales success and gregarious personalities, we raised
$140,000. For us, that was big money. When the money began to come
in, one of our first actions was to hire Bob Gibbs, an old friend of mine
from NASA, as our chief financial officer (CFO). He would provide a sys-
tem of checks and balances for us, the wide-eyed entrepreneurs.

Over the next several months, Jack and Ed got into several arguments.
Eventually, I’d throw myself into sales all week in New England and then
fly to Washington on Friday afternoon to be the mediator between my
two partners on the weekend. I had no idea how to go about mediation. I
really was just winging it. Finally, Ed and Jack reached a compromise that,
if I’d return to Washington to develop and manage a new ESA manufac-
turing subsidiary, which would meet Jack’s desire to expand as well as Ed’s
need for controlled growth, they both would return to sales. In fact, they
both excelled in this field.

As I flew back to Boston, I wondered how I’d present this new opportu-
nity to Lynda. How would I tell her that we were to move back to Wash-
ington after only fifteen months in New England? I wondered if she would
think that I was nuts.

I eventually decided that I was maybe crazy. I was being asked to take
on the responsibility of creating a new subsidiary, a task I had no reason to
believe I could handle. I had done a good job of managing a few salesmen
and one technician for ESA in Boston, but the new job would require me
to secure financing as well as recruit and motivate a staff of engineers, pro-
duction people, salesmen, and administrators.

I thought, “Could I measure up to the task?”
After running a series of what-if scenarios, I was convinced that it was

in the best interest of me, my family, and ESA to accept the opportunity. I
gave my job in Boston to my second-in-command in New England and
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got back to Washington as soon as possible. I needed time to put together
a plan for the new subsidiary that would design, manufacture, and distrib-
ute computer peripheral products. It was a bold undertaking. Once again,
I was scared. But the fear of losing all we’d worked for with ESA exceeded
my fear of starting the new subsidiary. Now, my biggest concern was how
I’d explain all of this to Lynda.

By the time I got home, my enthusiasm for the new job had been rein-
vigorated. I was able to convince Lynda that our return to Washington was
a good thing. For one thing, it meant that we could look for the country
farm that we had always talked about owning. Together, we could raise
kids, animals, and our new company all at the same time. We were sure we
heard opportunity knocking again. Lynda then looked at me with a gleam
in her eye.

“I have some exciting news, too,” she said. “We’re pregnant.”
Our sixth child was born in February 1970. Six it would be. Our family

was complete.
A couple weeks later, Ed called me with a minor problem. A number of

our newly acquired investors had expressed concern because we hadn’t
been reporting on how their invested funds were being used. Their con-
cern was valid, but truthfully, we had nothing to report. We’d been too
busy settling ESA’s organizational problems. In fact, we had burned
through a fair amount of their cash just with operating and travel costs.

When one infuriated investor threatened to go to the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) about our failure to report on the usage of
funds, Jack, Ed, Bob, and I decided that we’d better have a meeting with
the entire investor group. We needed to reestablish their confidence.

I flew to Washington for the meeting. The purpose of my presence was
to reassure everyone. My newly formed division had been advertised as the
answer that ESA had been searching for and my job was to convince the
investors that I was going to give them a return that was ten times their
original investment. I was the new guy though, and I was beginning to
panic.

“I don’t know what the hell to say to them!” I told Ed and Jack.
Both brushed off my concern, saying, “You’ll do just fine.”
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At that panicky moment, I realized my mission for the day. I had to
help my audience identify with the problem on a personal level. Then I’d
suggest a grand yet plausible solution to the problem, one that promised to
put money in their pockets.

We were expecting fifteen investors for the meeting. Surprisingly, more
than fifty arrived. We soon discovered that, because of the number of
investors we had acquired through our previous solicitation, ESA had
unwittingly made an inadvertent public offering of its stock, a violation of
federal and state security laws. At that point, I didn’t even know what it
meant to be a public company, let alone an “inadvertent public company.”
I just knew that it sounded very bad.

We struggled through the meeting, but the investors were not appeased.
Several threatened to go to the SEC to ask for an investigation of ESA,
hoping that would allow them to recover their money.

Later, Bob called for immediate counsel with qualified securities law-
yers, which led us to the offices of Hanson, Cobb, and O’Brien, a noted
securities firm in Washington. During our meeting with Calvin Cobb, a
tall, distinguished securities lawyer and former naval officer, we described
the history of ESA and our current situation. Cobb listened attentively.

He told us, “Gentlemen, from a securities standpoint, your company
looks like a car that hit a telephone pole going a hundred miles per hour.
You only have one question to consider—do you want to go through the
agony of trying to put the wreck back together, or do you just walk away
and start over with a clean slate?”

Ed, Jack, Bob, and I looked at each other in disbelief. How could four
well-intentioned engineers/salesmen/administrators have screwed their
company up so badly in only three years? We wrestled with the ethics of
our mistake. In the end, we unanimously decided that, if there was any
way possible, we’d stay the course and make our investors and ourselves
ultimately successful. We would work through the mess that we had cre-
ated. If nothing else, we seemed to have found good lawyers.

I went back to Boston, packed up my family, and headed to my new job
in Washington. I found us a rental home in Damascus, Maryland, where
we could live temporarily. We called it the “Mills House,” after the owner.
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Situated at the end of a long, unpaved access road in the middle of a corn-
field, the house didn’t have any landscaping. The rental included a preg-
nant horse and a crippled crow, which suited me just fine. We had wanted
to raise livestock anyway. I thought this was a good way to get started.
Lynda, however, wasn’t as enthused as I was. In fact, she got tears in her
eyes when she saw the home. It was so remote that our own six little “chick
lings” wouldn’t have any neighbor kids to play with. But good sport and
good wife that she was, Lynda ultimately survived and thrived in this rural
community, which was so different from her life on Woodhaven Boule-
vard in Queens, New York.

So we began our life in Washington DC. I began my job as chief execu-
tive officer (CEO) of the new subsidiary. Ultimately, Jack and Ed each
went on to found their own successful public companies. Jack pursued
transaction processing, and Ed thrived in air-pollution monitoring. I think
it is quite remarkable that three people who met so serendipitously in
1965 could work so successfully together, at least for a period, and then
individually go on to achieve their own American Dream of starting and
successfully running public companies.
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Chapter Three:

Failure Is an Opportunity in Disguise

If you can survive, you can thrive.

My years spent as a salesman for ESA served me well as I stepped into my
new role as CEO. I had learned many things as I worked my way up the
corporate ladder, not the least of which was the importance of never giving
up. I learned that, if I could survive, I could thrive. Persistence would help
me to get increasingly better at reaching my objective. But it wasn’t always
easy.

When I first began with ESA, I thought the best way to approach selling
was to learn as much as I could about our products. My engineering-based
logic told me that, if I knew the products inside and out, I could then
bring this knowledge to potential customers and improve my chances for a
successful sale. So I’d spend hours studying and memorizing all the facts
about the products themselves as well as the many applications for which
the products could be used. I then spent hours scheduling appointments,
generally from contacts generated through “bingo cards,” that is, cards
inserted into magazines on which consumers checked off their particular
interests and then returned the card to the magazine publisher.

On the scheduled appointment day, I’d arrive on time and look my
best. I realize now that I’d verbally batter the unsuspecting customer, talk-
ing unceasingly for thirty minutes about the merits of our products. Then,
hardly pausing, I’d spend another fifteen minutes expounding on all the
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other ESA products, regardless of whether the customer wanted to hear
about them.

What was the result? I had limited sales success. Plus, I had many worn-
out and bored potential customers who could not wait to escape my non-
stop, energetic presentation. I was failing in my new career as a salesman
… and failing often.

Insanity can be popularly defined as “doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting a different result.” Clearly, if I was going to suc-
ceed, something had to change. Both my salary and my family’s well-being
depended on it. Because I wasn’t selling, I found myself in a catch-22 situ-
ation. I needed to spend money to make money, but I didn’t have the
money to spend. I finally decided to attend a local, well-known, expensive
sales training school. Sometimes after repeated failure, it’s necessary to
reach out for a jump start to shed old habits.

In the second training session, my instructor suggested I begin my sales
call by asking the customer, “Why am I here?” I was astonished because it
seemed to be such an idiotic and impractical suggestion. I thought I was
wasting my time and the little bit of our family’s savings, on this sales
training school. If I showed up for a sales meeting without knowing why I
was there, any customer in his right mind would throw me out. At this
point, the instructor redeemed himself.

He explained, “The single most important thing a salesman can do in a
sales call is engage the customer as a full participant in the appointment.”

So what could I accomplish by asking “Why am I here?” It was an illus-
tration of how to get the customer engaged. Much to my relief, I began to
understand why I had been failing so miserably and consistently with my
sales technique. The instructors pointed out that the salesman’s job was to
attack the potential customer’s specific problem as quickly as possible and
then solve it.

I needed to ask my potential clients for the specifics of the problem that
had encouraged them to fill out the bingo card. I’d then show them a solu-
tion to their problems through use of the equipment I was representing.
To develop a long-term relationship, my priority had to be solving the cus-
tomer’s current problem. But I could not focus on this priority if I contin-
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ued to talk nonstop instead of listening to the potential customer. It was
crucial to get customers talking about their problems so I could affect a
remedy.

Based on the lessons I learned, I completely modified my approach.
From that day forward, I focused on talking just enough to get my poten-
tial client talking. I had to let them explain what was most important to
them before I could attempt to solve their problem with the products I
hoped to sell them. To keep this important sales process foremost in my
mind, I developed a hypothetical sales assistant named CLARE:

• Concentrate

• Listen

• Acknowledge

• Repeat

• Empathize

The first four words ensure I have the problem clearly defined in my
mind. The fifth assures customers that I understand their problems, both
intellectually and emotionally. The result of my change was a much more
vigorous customer interest in ESA’s products. An unexpected benefit was
that I fell into the habit of bringing new, and even more compelling, rea-
sons why the customer should buy our products with each subsequent
sales call. I was soon on the top rung of the sales quota ladder. More
important, I was doing a much better job of providing financial security
for my family.
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Chapter Four:

Commitment

It is sometimes necessary to lose a battle in order to win the war.

In any successful entrepreneurial journey, commitment is one of the entre-
preneur’s most important allies. It should be your passion to be commit-
ted! Consider the following from W. H. Murray’s The Scottish Himalaya
Expedition:

Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always
ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative (and creation), there is one
elementary truth, the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid
plans: that the moment one definitely commits oneself, the providence
moves too. All sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise
have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in
one’s favor all manner of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material
assistance, which no man could have dreamt would have come his way. I
learned a deep respect for one of Goethe’s couplets: Whatever you can do or
dream you can do, begin it/Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.

Murray’s protagonist understood the importance of dreaming big and
having the commitment to follow through on one’s dream. It is a lesson I
came to learn well in my years as an entrepreneur.

The new ESA subsidiary was to focus on products that could improve
the data entry process, an innovation that was sorely needed. I first became
aware of the computer input/output bottleneck when I worked at NASA. I
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often had to wait for hours for a keypunch machine to inscribe holes in a
punch card. The holes represented alphanumeric characters. A high-speed
reader would interpret the punch cards. The results would then be
recorded on magnetic tape. Then, the information was placed on a disk,
which would finally instruct the waiting IBM 360 computer to process
thousands of calculations.

At NASA, such calculations enabled us to predict the orbital orientation
of a satellite over ten- to twenty-year periods. Hence, they could predict
the performance of our photovoltaic power supplies relative to the sun’s
rays which provided us with the information of how large an array we had
to have and how to point it. This entire design process was expensive,
time-consuming, and involved a large labor-intensive data entry process
that required multiple people and machines, but it was the only way to
enter information into a computer during the early days of the Space Race.
At that time, I was only beginning to learn that every problem or inconve-
nience should be viewed as a potential opportunity. Now, armed with a
strong commitment from my partners, a large and growing market, and an
ability to attract innovative engineering talent, I was keenly aware of a
potential opportunity and looking forward to the challenge to build a real
company that Jack, Ed, and I still owned a large part of.

By the time I returned to Washington, Jack and Ed had contacted one
of the principals that ESA represented with regard to data entry products.
This particular company designed and manufactured IBM-compatible
tape decks, the kind used to feed the disks that fed the computer described
above. The company owner had agreed to design an inexpensive tape deck
for an interim information storage system that, if it could be made to work
cost-effectively, would negate the need for punch cards and the punch card
reader. The information could be placed directly from the keyboard onto
magnetic tape, thus eliminating one of the major bottlenecks.

By 1967, Mohawk Data Sciences, already a recognized public com-
pany, had successfully introduced a key-to-tape product, but it used the
expensive replication of the same old high-speed magnetic tape for data
storage. We believed that, through the use of our tape drive, which was
much less expensive, coupled with real-time data entry software for valida-
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tion routines, we could significantly reduce the labor and equipment costs
for potential customers. We called this new device a “key-to-pooled-tape
data entry accelerator.” The key-to-tape idea wasn’t mine, but I had
accepted the responsibility for managing, financing, developing, and mar-
keting it through my new division of ESA. I quickly realized that the key
to my success would be a strong commitment to the idea. To reach that
point, I had to believe in this product. Just as important, I had to believe
that I could sell the product. I thus began what was to become a twenty-
year entrepreneurial journey in the data entry industry with a complete
reassessment of the potential of the key-to-tape concept.

In 1968, more than a half-million keypunch operators were operating
in the United States. All of them were serving to convert typed, machine-
prepared, or handwritten information by keying it into a keypunch, one
keystroke at a time, to produce punch cards. I visited numerous keypunch
companies in the area. The incredible speed of some of the operators
amazed me. Some worked at ten thousand strokes an hour or 3.6 strokes a
second. And yet it bothered me to recognize that the repetitive process of
using one’s eyeball and brain to digest the input character and then com-
mand one’s finger to hit the correct translation key was a big waste of time
for human beings. Intuitively, it seemed that there had to be a better way
but until we had one there were over a million people (averaging two
shifts/machine) looking for some degree of process improvement.

The challenge was intriguing. Becoming involved in the data entry field
was a good idea. The market’s growth potential was obvious and very
attractive. My next step was to believe in the product that Ed and Jack had
described to me in a way that I could accept for myself. I ran several calcu-
lations under best- and worst-case scenarios. I projected that we could pro-
duce a machine that would save customers at least 20 percent of their data
entry dollars in terms of labor and equipment for the process. I concluded
that a savings of 30 percent might even be possible if we could buy the
parts and assemble the machines for the costs that I was projecting.

After performing these calculations over a period of weeks and then
sleeping on the resulting projections I developed my own strong commit-
ment to the key-to-tape product. I revisited the keypunch customers and
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found that a net savings, or increase in profits, greater than 15 percent
would be sufficient for the companies to seriously consider upgrading their
equipment. With this part of my assessment complete, I was convinced
that Jack and Ed were right. There was a robust opportunity in relieving
the input/output logjam. I gave a silent thanks to my partners for offering
me the initial opportunity that now had developed into the new company
and a new product. I was now firmly committed to doing all I could to
make the data entry division a success for ESA.

But I wasn’t entirely prepared for the next step.
Ed told me, “You’re going to need to write a business plan to raise capi-

tal for the new venture.”
I froze! I didn’t even know what the term meant, let alone have any

idea of how to write one. But my interest in and trepidation over this
new assignment propelled me toward learning about business plans. At
the library, I checked out all the information I could find on model busi-
ness plans. I studied this material for several weeks. Finally, I thought I
knew enough to put a plan together. I realized our plan would be pre-
sented to MBA graduates and other business-savvy professionals, so I
knew it had to be as flawless as possible. It took more than two months
of writing and rewriting before I compiled a decent enough proposal
describing what we needed to do to become, within five years, a $50 mil-
lion revenue, 10-percent-profit-per-year company. I also came to realize
how easy it was to produce attractive financial projections on paper and
how hard it was to make the plans become a reality. As the saying goes,
“The devil is always in the doing.”

Forty years after writing that first plan, I can look back and admit it was
awful, but back then, I was sure I was ready for Wall Street, and I had read
that Wall Street was where most entrepreneurs got started, so I decided to
follow suit.

ESA didn’t have any established banking relationships in Washington,
so I looked in the New York Yellow Pages under “investment bankers” to
find potential investors. Fortunately, almost every reputable investment
banking firm has a division called “Venture Capital,” which is staffed by
the best of the business school graduates and experienced investment
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bankers. They listen to thousands of entrepreneurial dreams and pick the
one or two that seem most interesting, practical, and potentially successful
enough to warrant investment. To produce winning portfolios and take
into account a reasonable number of losses, venture capitalists typically
look for an average return of ten times their invested capital within five to
ten years. That’s a tall order, but the plan I had compiled showed that the
data entry market was huge, needy, and growing so fast that it could sup-
port such a return. We needed $300,000 in early-stage financing to
develop a prototype, test it, and prepare the rest of the company for our
market debut.

I still remember that August morning in 1968 when Lynda made sure I
was shined and polished. Then she kissed me good-bye and sent me off to
breakfast with ESA colleagues. I planned to practice my opening lines for
the Wall Street venture capitalists with them. I was so excited about my
upcoming debut on Wall Street that I became a bit too demonstrative with
my gestures, and I spilled coffee all over my new suit and tie. Fortunately,
I was able to see the humor in it. After cleaning up the mess with some
soda water, I was off to New York.

Getting first appointments with venture capitalists over the phone was
relatively easy. They had not yet seen our business plan. For all they knew,
I was describing a future Microsoft or Apple and yet these rare successes
create are fuel that gave ESA the opportunity that we needed. When I
began my actual presentations, I’d measure my success by how long my
audience stayed with me before they ripped the plan apart, pointing out
one flaw after another. Still, even their criticism was valuable. I’d make the
appropriate corrections to the plan before my next appointment and then
try again. Gradually, my business plan and its presentation took shape. I
wasn’t immediately successful on that first day in New York. But once
again, I never gave up.

Finally, after two months and more than fifty rejections, I heard, “This
is really quite interesting! Do you have time to describe the idea to my
boss?”

“Of course!” I replied enthusiastically.
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By that time, I could answer any questions with an ease that I could not
have dreamed of having just two months earlier. Wall Street had done a
great job of educating me, but for me it had been a very hard way to learn.

Around the same time that I started getting positive reactions to our
business plan, ESA’s attorney, Bob McLaughlin, called me to say that he
wanted to introduce me to one of his lawyer friends. Bob and he had
worked together at the SEC. His friend had moved to New York Securi-
ties, an investment firm in New York, where he worked with an investor
named Jim Melcher, a successful stockbroker who was about to go out on
his own as a venture capitalist through a new firm, First Venture Fund
(FVF), that he was about to found. Jim had been very successful with his
stock market selections in the late sixties, including making substantial
gains for his clients in Mohawk Data Sciences, the data entry firm that I
mentioned earlier.

In March 1969, eight months after I spilled coffee on my new suit, Jim
wrote FVF’s first investment check for $300,000, giving his fund 49 per-
cent ownership of CES Corporation, ESA’s newly formed subsidiary. Jim
was so nervous as he wrote FVF’s first check that he had to write it three
times before it was inscribed clearly enough to be negotiable. Jim might
have been a lot less nervous if he had been able to see twenty years into the
future when he would receive more than a $10 million gain on FVF’s first,
and ultimately its most successful, investment.

Until that point in my business life, raising the initial capital for CES
was the most difficult challenge I had faced. What eventually won the day
for me was the physical, intellectual, and emotional commitment I made
to myself in the process of developing our business plan. I concluded then
(and still believe to this day) that, although the preparation of the business
plan entails thinking through exhaustive details regarding the company’s
projected future, the most important aspect of the plan is the commitment
and anticipatory what-if ideas that the entrepreneur and his team develop
in the process of preparing the plan. CES wouldn’t have succeeded with-
out such a commitment.

Now that we had the money, we had to demonstrate that same level of
commitment in executing our plan.
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Chapter Five:

A Board for All Seasons

Every CEO deserves effective organizational balance.

After my partners and I decided to form CES to carry on the key-to-tape
data entry development, I only knew one thing for sure. If I didn’t raise
money and do it quickly, my family would be in serious financial trouble.
But I had no idea of the benefit that a properly organized board of direc-
tors could provide to a company. Now, almost forty years later and after
having served in the roles of director, chairman, and CEO in multiple cor-
porations, I have come to appreciate the tremendous benefit of a properly
organized and well-run board.

In my early efforts to introduce CES and its product ideas to the Wall
Street venture capitalists, I was surprised at how often I was asked who was
on our board, where the board members came from, and what their partic-
ular interests were in CES. Clearly, no one was going to invest in CES
without a qualified board of directors being in place. As I spoke with
potential CES investors I gradually came to realize that from an investor’s
standpoint, the board provides a real- time, experienced, on-the-job check
and balance on the company’s management. The board is elected annually
by the company’s shareholders to represent them, including any venture
capitalists who have taken a financial position in the company. I also
began to comprehend that my intuitive business instincts could only gain
from the successful experience of these business combat veterans. Once I
understood the importance and necessity for a board, I compiled a list of
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notable people who I hoped to attract. Our willingness to form a qualified
board was good enough to keep the due diligence process moving along
toward an investment climax.

Admittedly, the financial needs of both CES and my family drove me.
Consequently, my first attempts to build a board were specifically directed
toward satisfying FVF’s and Jim Melcher’s needs. To that end, we decided
that Jim would become a board member. Jim brought along Bob Uhline,
one of FVF’s founding investors, who at that time was the president of
Schlitz Brewing. These two, plus Bob, Ed, and I, rounded out CES’s
founding board. Although our board members had good intentions, not
all of them had the necessary business experience or appropriate qualifica-
tions for being on a board of directors. But, Jim Melcher thought the
group was satisfactory, probably in part because FVF voted 49 percent of
the stock. Additionally, Jim, with his outstanding mental agility and per-
suasiveness, believed he could persuade others to go along with his opinion
when critical corporate decisions had to be made. If viewed from a larger
perspective, however, CES’s founding board fell a little short of a great
board.

It was during this period that I also came to an understanding within
myself that the combination of entrepreneurial zeal and the wisdom and
experience of senior men and women willing to serve on a newly formed
board of directors created the right blend of talent to significantly increase
a new company’s chances of success.

I was to learn later that writer and business advisor Peter F. Drucker
(1909–2005), often considered the father of modern management, noted
specific duties and responsibilities of a board of directors. If a potential
board member can’t meet at least one of these qualifications, he or she
should not be recruited. The primary responsibilities of a board member
are:

• Serve as operational check and balance of management’s objectives

• Act as a conduit to affiliates who can assist the company in achieving its
objectives
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• Remove and replace any officer who isn’t performing up to corporate
expectations

While Drucker stated these requirements more concisely, over the
years, I have developed my own ideas which I hope that readers will find
helpful when choosing a board of directors:

Relevant Experience and Oversight Responsibility

If a board member is to be a significant contributor to the check-and-bal-
ance system of operations, he or she must have appropriate background
experience within or as close to the company’s industry, as possible. That
is, don’t take advice from someone who has no personal knowledge in the
area for which he or she is advising. The same is true for oversight respon-
sibility. If your board candidate hasn’t previously experienced the respon-
sibilities that he or she is being asked to assume, his or her questions
during a meeting are not likely to be particularly relevant. Directors who
have “been there” will gladly share their most harrowing business experi-
ences, and this is what you really need, so be sure their experience is real
and applicable to your company.

Director’s Term

In building a board of directors, you are building a team of high-level cor-
porate member specialties. It’s virtually impossible to predict how the per-
sonalities of these executives will mesh. For that reason, just in case things
are not working to the advantage of everyone involved, it is important to
have a comfortable exit strategy through term limits. A two-year term usu-
ally works best, after which the shareholders can reappoint the director, or
the director may choose to leave. This two-year approach also can serve as
a source of corporate renewal by bringing new life to tired boards.

Special Duties

All board members should have appropriate experience and exhibit integ-
rity, fairness, and prudence, but I think it’s also helpful to ask each board
member to take on a special duty that matches their strengths and avoids
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their weaknesses. For example, a member might give a five-to ten-minute
verbal report at each board meeting on a specific area, that is, marketing,
technology, finance, strategy, operations et cetera. This also gives each
member a special forum in which he or she can demonstrate their special
contributions to the company.

Remuneration

On my entrepreneurial journey, I have learned that, in for-profit corpora-
tions, proper incentives usually lead to superior performance.

Some people might say, “You get what you pay for.” This saying also
refers to your directors’ or consultants’ performances.

Smaller, newer companies are often initially unable to financially
reward experienced board members to the degree that their backgrounds
deserve. Yet, to achieve the success the start-up company desires, the com-
pany needs experienced talent at its earliest stages. To accommodate this
dilemma, we developed a creative “engagement agreement” for board
members and consultants. Essentially, a consultant or director declares his
or her regular remuneration rate for the engagement, but he or she agrees
to accept a ten-year warrant (option), priced at the current market value of
the company, for his or her services. A multiplier (usually times two) is
then applied to the director’s or consultant’s remuneration to take into
account the time value and the risk associated with taking “paper” (war-
rants) in lieu of cash. Upon a mutually agreed event, that is, four quarters
of consecutive profitability, the director or consultant has the right, but
not the obligation, to sell his or her exercised shares or her vested warrant
back to the company at the market price for which the company is valued
at that time. This arrangement is beneficial for both the company and the
director or consultant.

The Board as a Team

A potential board member may be quite successful in his or her own right,
but that doesn’t necessarily mean that he or she can play an effective role
on your team. For example, as CES became more successful in the late sev-
enties and into the eighties, we were inundated with opportunities to hire
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the very best talent in marketing, sales, engineering, finances, and adminis-
tration from the most successful companies in our industry. Still, fewer
than half of these well-intentioned, talented professionals could make the
transition from their well-established, fully funded companies to an entre-
preneurial company like CES. The newcomers, although experienced,
were not accustomed to the lack of support services that usually exist in an
entrepreneurial company and they were not able to succeed without them.

Eventually, we found a solution that was effective in building team play
within a board. We brought board members together for a two-day retreat
just after the company’s internal retreat described in Chapter 12. We
asked board members to critique the results of the retreat. As a result,
within one month of beginning our corporate renewal, everyone, from the
chairman of the board to the associates who delivered our finished prod-
ucts, was on the same page and catalyzed to move forward. It really does
take a team to win in the corporate environment and the method
described above worked well for us to develop teamwork.

Board Communications

One of the most important aspects of board communications is timely
communication with its directors. My earlier experience with ESA taught
me that it’s absolutely essential to measure corporate performance at least
every month. To fix a problem, you must know that it exists. Accordingly,
at CES, we established the following corporate financial reporting policy
that continued for the life of the company. The policy dictated that the
monthly financial report for CES, including income statement, balance
sheet, and cash flow, had to be produced within ten days of the close of the
previous month. In addition, we developed a cover sheet depicting man-
agement’s “early warning indicators” (EWIs), a set of facts peculiar to a
company that helps them look into the future. EWIs go beyond the stan-
dard financial package. They signal that a company is moving in the right
or wrong direction. Graphing these trends month over month and year
over year will serve your company well.

Monthly reports, such as those cited, become timely and important
information for your board members as well as for internal management.
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In addition, if you have a policy of forwarding the monthly information to
the board, you reap the side benefit of keeping your name in front of these
busy people. A monthly report, integrated with quarterly in-person meet-
ings, keeps the board fully informed. When a crisis arises, you can take full
advantage of your board’s wisdom and experience.

Another effective procedure that worked well for CES is to gather board
members at a dinner the night before a board meeting. This gives everyone
a chance to interact with each other in a social setting. Additionally, we
often used this dinner meeting as an opportunity to describe what we
thought the company needed to take away from the next day’s meeting.
Our executives and I always prepared the board members before the meet-
ing for the issues on which they would be asked to vote. Board meetings
are decision times. It’s the company’s job to provide the necessary collat-
eral material in advance so members can make constructive decisions.
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Chapter Six:

Creating the Necessary Alternatives

An entrepreneur must have alternative courses of action for achieving
their objectives.

One of the most important lessons I learned on my journey was that an
entrepreneur needs to have alternative courses of action in the likely event
that the initial course becomes derailed. The development of alternatives
for “just in case” conditions is one of the primary reasons for writing a
business plan. It’s an opportunity to consider as many what-if scenarios as
possible during a time of relative calm. When the entrepreneur later
encounters a difficult market, financial, or operational condition, you will
have already thought through other ways of overcoming obstacles and
achieving your objectives.

CES’ key-to-tape product was developed to replace the 500,000 key-
punches operating in the United States and relieve the logjam which exists
between the availability of data and the high-speed processor. The speed of
central processors continued to increase, which further exacerbated the
problems of the much slower data entry process. We had made a strong
business case to investors that our new product could provide at least a 20
percent savings in the combined data entry labor and equipment costs. At
the same time, it could speed up the entire process. These projected sav-
ings were the foundation of our claim that we could build a profitable
company that would reach $50 million in annual revenues within five
years. We stressed the product need was great enough and that the market
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for a replacement keypunch product was large enough that our new com-
pany could secure a dominant position in this evolving marketplace.

We used the first $300,000 in funding to hire a small team of engineers,
to outfit a facility and to build our initial prototypes. While our engineer-
ing team started work on designing and building the first models, my part-
ners and I began looking for $1.4 million more capital. Our search seemed
never-ending, but we needed the next round to initiate a limited produc-
tion run and develop our marketing/sales team.

As CES’s only salesman, I also committed myself to find beta test cus-
tomers. A beta test is a post-design product field test in a customer facility
that confirms the promise of new products. The selection of the beta test
sites, as well as the personality of the site managers, is extremely important
to the success of the project.

Great care should be taken in selecting beta test sites. They can directly
impact the continued development of the product as well as the acquisi-
tion of additional investment and future orders. The general agreement
usually states that the testing customer uses the equipment free of charge
and maintains detailed performance records. In our case, the agreement
also allowed for CES to bring potential customers/investors to the testing
facility to see the product in operation. I was always amazed and gratified
by the effect that the test site managers had on potential buyers as they
proudly spoke about the increase in production using CES’s new equip-
ment. We also used these sites to demonstrate to investors that CES had
achieved a viable product design and the opportunity to join in the invest-
ment was limited and quickly fading. If investors wanted to make ten
times their investment, we advised them that they would need to invest
without delay.

Meanwhile, Jim Melcher, our first and only investor up to that time,
was in contact with me almost daily. He eagerly listened as I explained
how FVF’s investment was being put to work. His belief in his first ven-
ture capital project increased as the months went on. Jim was fully aware
that CES would need a lot more money, and he was helping in the hunt.

One day, Jim called to tell me about one of FVF’s investors, who was
running a division of a Fortune 500 company, which I will call Company
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X. While relatively rich in cash, Company X was coming off several years
of otherwise weak operational performance. Although I wasn’t yet mature
enough to appreciate it, after almost one hundred years in business, Com-
pany X was in an early state of corporate decline. They were very much in
need of a new and unique product for a large and fast-growing market.
Company X already had a national and an international sales force as well
as equipment service divisions in place, and they were looking for new
products. It seemed to us, at least on paper, that uniting Company X and
CES could be a marriage made in heaven.

Jim’s investor friend directed Company X to send a team of engineers
and marketing executives to evaluate CES’s people, products, and future
plans. After executing mutually protective confidentiality documents, CES
engineers and I spent the better part of a year in numerous meetings, try-
ing to convince Company X that our approach to data entry was the wave
of the future. We also tried to convince Company X that to secure the
market share that the product deserved, they would have to hire excep-
tional salespeople from the proven winners in the data entry marketplace,
including IBM, NCR, Mohawk, and Burroughs. Regardless of how many
meetings we held, we could not get Company X to close on a financing/
equity/manufacturing/distribution agreement. Company X suffered from
“paralysis by analysis,” a condition I have seen many times since then, par-
ticularly in larger organizations.

Sometimes, Company X would send so many evaluators to CES that
the group actually exceeded the number of people that CES employed.
Meanwhile, time was marching on. We watched as new data entry tech-
nologies emerged that could threaten the potential large-scale success of
CES’s product. By this time, I was convinced that, if we wanted to close a
deal with Company X in time to take advantage of the market opportu-
nity, we needed to be creative and develop a plausible competitive alterna-
tive. After several seriously intense meetings, we decided we would
introduce a “contract-signing stimulator,” meaning that CES would ini-
tiate an action that it could control to stimulate Company X to close an
agreement with CES.
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Given this situation and the fact that the stock market was generally
receptive to emerging technology stocks, we recognized that “timing” was
on our side, and we chose to take advantage of it to raise alternative financ-
ing. Our board and attorneys counseled with us at length because the
preparation of the SEC registration documents and the filing for an initial
public offering (IPO) would be very expensive and time-consuming. And
we were running out of both money and time at a fast rate. We finally
agreed that it was worth the gamble. It appeared to be the only way to
move Company X to an agreement. So, we introduced an immediate,
legitimate, competitive threat that might deny Company X the opportu-
nity of an exclusive worldwide marketing agreement to sell and service our
unique key-to-tape data entry product.

Our lawyers and executives worked countless hours to produce the S-1
Registration Statement. If the SEC approved it, it would allow CES to sell
its shares to the public. As soon as we got the first official-looking draft of
our prospectus together, we made sure that the higher-ups at Company X
saw a copy. It contained a description of the market opportunity as well as
an immediate need for $1.7 million. At the time, when an IPO was held, it
was common practice for the company’s management to sell up to 25 per-
cent of their own shares. That allowed for the difference in needed capital.
The rest of the public’s money, that is, the $1.4 million, was to be used to
tool our product for mass production.

In all honesty, I didn’t think we were ready to go public. From what I had
heard, I didn’t believe that CES had the management maturity to cope with
everything involved in being a public company. Our timing was such, how-
ever, that, given the stock market environment for technology companies,
we indeed could go public. It was a bluff, but it was a plausible one. And it
worked! Thanks to the possibility of our IPO and the momentum we had
built up with Company X’s sales and service forces, Company X finally came
to the table and bought $1.7 million worth of CES stock for 30 percent
ownership in our company. This meant that CES was now valued in the
aggregate at $5.7 million, which wasn’t bad for a two-year-old company.
Even more significantly, Company X placed an order with CES that was
worth $20 million for the key-to-tape systems. They were to be delivered
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over the next five years. Additionally, there was a potential extension to dou-
ble the order if the market took off. Our little company was off to a great
start. I was sure all of us would be millionaires in just a few more years if the
current pace continued. Jim Melcher was understandably delighted with his
first investment.

Company X thought the only real risk was our possible inability to
manufacture enough systems to meet the demand of their sales force. As
such, Company X negotiated several onerous agreement provisions,
including a provision that CES would have significant penalties for any
late deliveries and would have to relinquish manufacturing rights to Com-
pany X if production quotas were not met.

On the day that we closed the contract, we were to receive a $1.7 mil-
lion check as well as the $20 million system order at a ceremony to be held
at Company X’s headquarters. When I awoke that morning, I was both
anxious and nervous—anxious to get my hands on the check and the
order, but afraid that something would happen during the closing
moments of the deal to upset what we had been working on for more than
a year. We were so close! Finally, the deal was sealed. I was handed the
check and the order. By that time the only thing on my mind was how I
could get away before anyone decided the deal was all a big mistake and
take the check and order away from us!

It was already late in the day when the last documents were signed. All
of us were in a celebratory mood. After the traditional champagne toast, I
explained to my new business partners that Lynda was nine months preg-
nant, and I felt I should get home as soon as possible. In response, they
whisked me to the airport in a chauffeur-driven limousine with little flags
flying on the front fenders. Wow! I felt like I had arrived! Once I was set-
tled on the plane, a tremendous wave of relief washed through my body,
which I sought to enhance with a Jack Daniel’s on the rocks, my favorite
stress-relieving tonic at that time. I fully intended to order a second one as
I fingered the $1.7 million check and our $20 million order. This was the
biggest check and the biggest order that I had ever landed and all in one
day. Wow, was I happy! Then, almost as suddenly, I began to realize the
stark reality of these two freshly minted documents. We had the long-
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awaited order and enough money to effect production. Now, CES had to
perform. Fear began to replace my euphoria. By accepting the money and
the order, we had agreed to finalize the design and build at least one thou-
sand key-to-tape machines over the next five years. This was big stuff for a
kid who didn’t have much prior business experience, and I knew this was
going to be a tremendous challenge for the company and me. I got off the
plane completely sober. I wondered what would happen if we failed to
meet the production schedule.

On the forty-minute drive home from the airport, I decided I needed to
make this a night to remember for Lynda and our five children. I got home
around midnight. Lynda was waiting up for me. We celebrated with
champagne.

I suggested, “Why don’t we wake the children so that each of them
could hold the $1.7 million check?”

I thought it might be the only time in our lives that we would hold such
a large check. So we woke each of the children. One by one, we tried to
explain the significance of the check and the order for $20 million. We
accomplished the first four presentations with the children with great fer-
vor and enthusiasm.

However, by the time we got to our seven-year-old, Chris, who is now a
broker/manager at Merrill Lynch, the same old story was wearing thin.
Before we’d finished, Chris said he needed to go to the bathroom. To
speed things along, I tried to hand him the check while he was standing in
front of the toilet. Chris missed my handoff! The next thing I knew, the
check was in the toilet. I scrambled to pull it out. In my haste, I crumpled
the most valuable piece of paper I had ever held. But that wasn’t the end of
it. To my horror, I saw that the black ink of the authorizing signature was
blurring right before my eyes. I ran to get a blotter, which managed to stop
the fading. Then Lynda and I set up a makeshift clothesline in the kitchen
and hung the check to dry. We went to bed that night thanking God for
our good fortune and praying the check’s soaking wouldn’t prevent us
from depositing it. I was imagining my embarrassment if I had to explain
to CES’s board of directors, investors, and associates that I had dropped
the most valuable piece of paper that I had ever held, in the toilet.
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The next morning, the check was dry. Lynda ironed out the wrinkles so
it looked presentable enough for me to take to the bank. Fortunately, the
bank wanted the money in our/their account as much as we wanted to
deposit it. I told the bankers the entire story, and they processed the check
expeditiously, laughing all the way. I look back on this event as my first
and only attempt to “launder” money.

During those early entrepreneurial years, life had been exciting and
challenging, but we had to be frugal. We only received pay when we sold
something at ESA, and one of the economies that Lynda and I had
employed was to limit frivolous family expenditures, for example, soft
drinks. We only had room in the budget for soda pop on Friday nights.
To fulfill this budgetary restriction, I used to make and bottle root beer. It
was never very good, but it sure was cheap.

Our firstborn, Gail, who is now an ER Physician and Director of St.
Joe’s Hospital’s emergency room in Towson, Maryland, asked, “Dad, does
this mean that we can now have brand-name soda on Friday nights?”

Because our family’s cut of the $1.7 million was $75,000, which was
three times my annual salary at that time, I firmly answered Gail with one
of my favorite action words, “Done!”

CES was finally properly financed for the task of building our com-
pany. Looking back, I had no idea just how much work lay ahead of me.
If I had, I might not have stayed the course. But it’s often true that igno-
rance is bliss, and so we forged ahead and eventually (ten years later)
CES became a publicly traded company with one thousand associates on
four continents.
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You can’t tell a book by its cover!
Brian Cunningham (center right) and Company X’s board of directors
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President Y of Company X handing the author of Never Give Up! the
check for $1.7 million

While I may look calm, what I’m thinking is, “How do I get away from
this guy before he decides it’s all a mistake?”
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Although my associates and I were too immature to recognize “corporate
decay,” it was already abundantly present in Company X at the time that
we executed our agreement. It took another twenty-seven years to deplete
its assets, forcing it to declare bankruptcy while its archcompetitor Pitney
Bowes grew. They were in the same industry, but different people with
different management styles were running the companies.
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Chapter Seven:

Persistence

Never, never ever give up.

The CES team was now feeling very good about itself. The engineering
staff finally had the financial resources to complete the key-to-tape product
design and properly prepare it for volume production. In addition, we
already had a thousand-unit order to fill. CES would sell systems to Com-
pany X at $20,000 per machine at production rates that were scheduled to
reach two units a day, adding up to $10 million in annual revenue all
within the next two years.

Following the principle that a good entrepreneur should always have
several alternatives in mind to achieve success, CES took a small portion of
Company X’s investment to initiate research and development (R&D) on
an even newer and more exciting emerging data entry technology called
optical character recognition (OCR), the automatic electronic reading of
the numeric characters “0” through “9” and the alphabetical symbols “A”
through “Z” in a variety of fonts or geometric configurations. If it were
successfully implemented, OCR technology could eliminate most of the
tedious key entry that our current products and those of most of our com-
petitors were marketing at the time. OCR technology could also expedite
the data entry flow and reduce data entry error rates. Our enthusiasm was
quite high because of Company X’s investment. We believed that, once we
established a comfortable working relationship with this Fortune 500
giant, there would be a constant need to upgrade our product offerings to
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them. OCR systems would be just another product with which we would
feed our newly acquired worldwide distribution/service force. The contin-
uous flow of products would enable Company X and CES to fully capital-
ize on Company X’s worldwide marketing, sales, and service organizations,
thus producing substantial profits for both companies.

I thought, “Even though it had been a difficult year, we were lucky to
have successfully developed this potentially great relationship.”

At CES, we became completely focused on building our organization,
including interviewing, recruiting, and training a first-class manufacturing
and field service organization to teach Company X’s worldwide service
technicians how to repair key-to-tape machines. In addition, CES was
responsible for assisting in the development of all the marketing, sales
materials, and training and repair manuals for the new products.

Company X, however, was concerned because of the relative newness of
our company and our ability to ramp up to meet their production require-
ments so that it could dominate the data entry equipment market. They
felt that any failure to perform would undoubtedly be our fault because
they had a track record of so many years of experience. My job was to pre-
vent a CES manufacturing failure. To that end, we sought to recruit the
very best administrators, manufacturing engineers, and trainers by offering
them generous performance rewards for CES’s corporate success, includ-
ing ownership in our company through multiyear stock option grants.

For CES, timing was everything, and we once again found it working in
our favor when we learned that Entron, a product supplier to the cable TV
industry, which occupied the building adjacent to CES’s corporate head-
quarters was about to close its doors. Why? Because the Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) had put a freeze on the granting of new
licenses to community antenna television (CATV) organizations. This
action severely curtailed Entron’s manufacturing business. In addition,
Entron’s management had exacerbated the problem by failing to diversify
in time to save the company. As a result, Entron had to declare bank-
ruptcy, close its doors, and sell all of its assets. At the same time, CES
needed to find space and production equipment to fulfill the demanding
production commitments that we had made to Company X. By moving
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aggressively over a one-month period, CES acquired the Entron lease,
which gave us seven times the physical space we’d had previously. We also
were able to inexpensively acquire a full complement of applicable electro/
mechanical production machinery. Most importantly, CES acquired a
superb manufacturing force, fully trained in materials acquisition, inven-
tory control, sheet metal, and machine shop fabrication, electronics assem-
bly, painting, quality control, and even shipping. The right timing and
aggressive action enabled CES to take advantage of a wonderful opportu-
nity. A nightmare for Entron was a boon to CES. We were able to build
this tremendous team at a fraction of the cost we would have incurred if
we had started from scratch. Opportunity had knocked and thanks to our
timing in closing Company X we had both the cash and the need to take
full advantage of this spectacular happening.

The news wasn’t all good though. We had apparently made a major
error in not requiring monthly sales performance reports from Company
X. If CES had been able to analyze Company X’s performance, it would
have signaled the early warning signs, which are especially useful in analyz-
ing a new sales effort with a new product, that the program wasn’t meeting
expectations. The reason for this was that during the negotiations, I had
been afraid to demand sales projections or even indicators from Company
X because I thought that my request would add another slow-down wrin-
kle to an already-too-slow-to-develop deal. I also believed that everyone
involved, especially a company as experienced as Company X, would rec-
ognize the need to reinforce the sales force with relationship-based data
entry sales professionals from IBM, NCR, Mohawk, and Burroughs. I was
surprised and disappointed when there was no attempt to sweeten Com-
pany X’s sales force with proven winners from the data entry market.
Instead, for the first time in my life, I experienced the politics, bureau-
cracy, egos, inefficiencies, and jealousies of a large, well-established com-
pany turning sour. I can see now that Company X was in an early state of
corporate decline and very much in need of what I later would refer to as
“corporate renewal,” a process by which an organization recognizes that
periodic renewal must be proactively pursued in order to sustain a vigor-
ous and prolonged life.
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Over the following months, CES trained Company X’s salesmen, field
service representatives, and marketing personnel, but the irreplaceable,
long-term customer relationships were missing. I was never able to con-
vince Company X’s management of the need to remedy this fatal flaw. As
a seventy-five-year-old company with $500 million in revenue, it had
become corporately insular and wouldn’t listen to an “upstart” CEO with
only two years in office.

Meanwhile, CES was required by contract to increase production to be
paid for delivered equipment. We met those production schedules because
we had committed to them, and we had to fulfill our part of the bargain.
The consequences would be dire, for CES, if we failed. We increased our
staff from twenty associates to one hundred eighty in just twelve months. I
personally became involved with the hiring of most of these associates. I
knew CES’s existence and my tenure as CEO depended on our staff’s abil-
ity to produce a quality product at a cost-effective price. We managed to
acquire extremely capable people who were as interested as my fellow exec-
utives and I were in renovating the data entry market and sharing in CES’s
success.

Nonetheless, it was becoming increasingly clear that we were positioned
much like passengers on the Titanic. We thought our “ship” was unsink-
able, but it was now obvious that it was going down. I didn’t know how or
if we could save it. CES was meeting production schedules and receiving
payment for the equipment, but the equipment was being stacked up in
warehouses throughout the country because Company X wasn’t selling it
at the production rates stipulated in our contract. Company X’s board of
directors finally realized Company X had a serious management problem.
In addition to CES’s problem, Company X had many other crises in many
other areas throughout the organization.

One day, Company X’s board suddenly removed their CEO and
replaced him with a former U.S. Air Force officer. Within a couple weeks
of his arrival at Company X, the new CEO visited CES.

After a tour of the plant, where he saw robust production of his prod-
uct, he announced, “We don’t know what business we want to be in yet,
but we’re not going to spend another dime until we figure it out. You do
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whatever you need to do, but understand that we’re not going to pay for
another piece of equipment.”

CES’s problem was huge, and we didn’t know how to respond to the
new CEO of Company X in the light of our agreement. Cash is king, and
whoever holds the cash has the power. We had one hundred eighty people
working diligently and exclusively on producing the key-to-tape equip-
ment for Company X at an operating expense of $300,000 a month. And
based on Company X’s statement, we had received our last penny of
income from them. On the other hand, we had been able to accumulate
more than $2 million in savings from previous shipments to Company X,
which gave us the potential for seven months of life if we tried to continue
at anywhere near the pace we were running at the day Company X’s new
president visited CES.

I immediately met with the key managers at CES to develop a disaster-
recovery plan. We came up with alternative plans that represented differ-
ent degrees of payroll reduction, pending discussions with our attorneys,
Company X, and potential investors. I knew CES had a justified legal
claim against Company X because we had fulfilled our side of the agree-
ment. But none of us had anticipated that Company X would fail to meet
its side of the agreement. Even if we took the legal route and sued them it
would take months, if not years, to effect a settlement. Unfortunately, I
had lacked the business experience to ensure that our agreement carried
warning and repair procedures for Company X as well as CES. Company
X’s actions had caused CES as well as Company X itself to miss an incred-
ible market opportunity within data entry.

In any case, all of our alternative plans shared one commonality. As a
first step, I was to return to Wall Street to seek an investment that would
enable us to create our own marketing, sales, and field service forces to
replace those of Company X. I found several investors who were sympa-
thetic to our situation. But after considering all of the facts, each con-
cluded that CES had missed its window of opportunity to capture a viable
share of the data entry market with its key-to-tape system. Therefore, we
didn’t warrant further investment. Investors just didn’t believe that CES
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could sell equipment if Company X, with all its resources, had failed to do
so.

In almost every case, potential investors asked a similar question,
“Because you are losing money at the rate of $300,000 a month, what are
you going to do if you can’t raise any new money?”

In answer, I described our various alternative plans, but I always fin-
ished with the proclamation that CES would survive. This was a brave, but
somewhat incredible statement, given the situation at that time. But it was
during this tenuous period that I adopted the maxim, “If you can survive,
you will thrive.”

CES was running out of money very quickly. Settlement negotiations
with Company X were moving very slowly. After management delibera-
tions, CES management reluctantly decided that we needed to lay off one
hundred forty people, or 75 percent of its workforce, in order to give the
company a shot at survival. On the day before our layoff, I felt that I
needed one final sanity check, and so I audaciously contacted Peter F.
Drucker, whom many authorities considered the foremost business con-
sultant of our time. He was kind enough to take my call, hear me out, and
offer advice. I will be eternally grateful for his generosity and compassion.
His sage advice meant the world to me. He told me that there was nothing
else to do except “cut and cut deeply.”

I met once again with CES’s senior management to apprise them of my
conversation with Dr. Drucker. I then sadly announced we would have to
immediately lay off most of our associates. This move essentially erased most
of the team that CES had spent the previous three years building. It was
then and remains the hardest day of my business career, and I still believe
even forty years later that it all could have been avoided if the management
at Company X had been more willing to listen and act intelligently.

One of the best things we did as part of the layoff was keep our director
of human resources for an additional ninety days for the sole purpose of
assisting those associates who had been laid off to get new employment.
She helped them in their search for new jobs, researching and calling likely
employers as well as writing letters of recommendation, explaining the rea-
sons for our layoff. This consideration, combined with CES’s caring per-
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sonnel policies, paid unexpected, but handsome, dividends when CES
later emerged as an industry leader in the field of OCR and many of our
former associates knocked on our door to rejoin us. And, this was at a time
when the American economy was booming and the unemployment rate
was extremely low.

Getting myself out of bed on the day after the layoff was very difficult.
However, with a family as well as a company to run, I had to make a
strong showing on both fronts. So I steeled myself as I walked into the cav-
ernous building in which, just the day before, almost five times as many
people had bustled about producing key-to-tape data entry equipment.
Senior management gathered in our now-oversized conference room. We
reassessed the data entry market and how it had evolved. We knew that it
wasn’t beyond our reach. During our three-year dance with Company X,
competitors had emerged. The advances that these competitors achieved
made our original premise of gaining and holding a dominant market
share impossible, at least as far as the key-to-tape market was concerned.
To dominate the market, we needed a large, well-oiled sales/service force,
such as we had hoped Company X would provide. Now we were back to
the beginning.

After much discussion, including threats of lawsuits, we settled with
Company X for the return of the $1.7 million in CES stock they owned
and a cash amount of $800,000. CES used the cash to pay down its many
creditors. Our relationship with Company X was over, but we had our
company back. Additionally, we had enough cash, if we managed it care-
fully, to make a new beginning. Most importantly, we had learned lessons
that would serve us well in the future.

In retrospect, and even after forty years of thinking about CES’s force
reduction day, I cringe because of all of the damage I caused to so many
loyal, hardworking, and gifted associates who had joined us along with
their families to make a difference in the data entry field. It was my worst
day ever, in business.
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CES decided to stay in the data entry field because it was a vast and
growing market. There were still potential opportunities. We felt we
had gained significant knowledge through our aborted experience with
Company X. We knew we had to look well beyond the key-to-tape
products because key-to-disk systems were already replacing them. For
us, key-to-tape had been a failure. Essentially, we had failed to take
advantage of a tremendous opportunity by not requiring a more orga-
nized and specific performance agreement from Company X. After
considerable deliberation, we decided to use the funds CES had left to
shoot for the stars. We would leapfrog right over the key-entry systems
and go for the newer and potentially much better OCR technology. If
successful, the OCR technology would substantially reduce the need
for the laborious and error-prone key-entry process. Once again, CES
had an opportunity to reap significant financial rewards. But we did
have a long way to go! The key to it all, however, was our common
mantra: “Never, never ever give up!”

Several years later, when we had survived and I returned to Wall Street
to seek another round of financing for our newer OCR systems, my earlier
statement that CES would survive paid an unexpected dividend. I easily
got appointments with senior investment people because they could not
believe that we had, in fact, survived. Venture capitalists understand that a
large percentage of their investments will fail, but CES had survived. They
wanted to know the intimate details of how we accomplished it and in so
doing gave us the opportunity for another round of financing.
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Chapter Eight:

Shooting for the Stars

The devil is always in the doing.

OCR was, and is, potentially one of the most attractive methods for com-
puter data entry. The technology had been around since the late fifties, but
the complexity of its inherent multiple disciplines had thus far precluded
its large-scale industrial adoption. Farrington Business Machines, a pio-
neer in the OCR field, had delivered the first commercially available sys-
tem to Bank of America in 1957. Even today, OCR still is the ideal system
for data entry. When correctly implemented, OCR can automatically scan
machine-printed documents at high speeds with an electronic eye and read
the preprinted information with greater accuracy and significantly reduced
labor costs, when compared to laborious key data entry. IBM, NCR, Bur-
roughs, and many other lesser-known companies saw the enormous bene-
fits of OCR and committed tens of millions of dollars to the development
of products to read machine- and hand-printed characters in many lan-
guages on a variety of paper weights and sizes. However, in order to justify
purchasing OCR machines, manufacturers had to process increasingly
higher volumes of data. This created a new set of problems because the
machines ran so fast that they constantly broke down and frequently
jammed, which significantly reduced their advertised efficiencies.

Given CES’s state of corporate depression, both emotionally and intel-
lectually, as well as the competition in the OCR industry at the time of
our layoff, we realized that revitalizing our project in OCR was difficult
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and risky. We would need to develop something truly significant so that
we could overcome the black mark that our recent product failure had left
on CES. Fortunately, our product planners discovered a useful application
known as Remittance Processing (RP). The RP application accounted for
tens of millions of transactions each day and happens whenever a scanna-
ble bill was paid. The objective of the RP system is to facilitate the capture
of financial account information so that banks can record maximum inter-
est at the lowest labor and equipment cost. The more we talked about the
application, the more excited we became about the possibility of using our
lower-cost, potentially more reliable reading technology to develop a
unique market winner.

Reading accuracy can be a serious problem for OCR devices, especially
in terms of the substitution rate, which occurs when the machine reads, for
example, a 2 for a 5, or a 3 for an 8. A misread might mean that the
machine would debit an account of $8 million instead of $3 million or
credit a client with $5 million rather than $2 million. The challenge for
CES was to see if we could organize fast enough to develop a superior
reading technology at a cost that would give our investors the financial
return we had originally promised. All of us recognized that reading accu-
racy, including the all-important substitution rate, was the key to our mar-
ket opportunity.

We reviewed our embryonic OCR development program, which we
had started about eighteen months before the layoff. We foresaw the
development of a niche market opportunity in payment processing (RP)
data entry. We realized that our task was to develop a specialized, low-cost,
reliable reading machine, complemented by key entry when required, to
ensure the integrity of the input data. Our product would also need to
reduce labor costs, improve accuracy, and speed the flow of information.
Retail banks, insurance, utility and credit card companies, and municipali-
ties would be the targets for our RP system. The possibilities seemed end-
less. Any company serving any industry that collected repetitive payments
in large volumes was a potential customer for an RP product.

Focusing on the payment processing application would allow CES to
limit the breadth of its reading requirements to the numerical characters of
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0 through 9, plus a few special characters, in a limited number of font
styles on a limited variety of paper stock. We were going to try to slice the
available market into a CES-sized piece. It would be large enough to
accommodate our growth objectives, but it would be within our abilities.

Because most of our competition had not considered RP applications,
CES would sell reader components and transports as an Original Equip-
ment Manufacturer (OEM) supplier to much larger companies, that is,
those who had sales and service forces in place and were already trying to
penetrate the RP market. It seemed a viable idea. CES management con-
cluded that there were six reasons why we should take the gamble and
“shoot for the stars”:

1. CES’s new product would be capable of winning in head-to-head
reading contests, called “shoot-outs,” using the client’s test decks, that
is, randomly selected documents that represent a valid statistical sam-
ple of the quality of material to be expected, which would demonstrate
CES’s superior reading performance. We allowed for all contingen-
cies. For example, in the event of unreadable characters on mutilated
or poorly printed vouchers, we designed our system to be operator-
friendly so that intervention was readily and conveniently available.
The broader lesson here is that entrepreneurs must create an easily
demonstrated and important product differentiator(s) which are detri-
mental to the competition.

2. Thanks to the commitment that we had made eighteen months ear-
lier, CES’s OCR reading developments looked quite promising. It was
mostly because of the superior technical leadership of John Guthrie, a
technical visionary and our vice president of engineering. John had my
full support, but I was hesitant initially. He was a brilliant engineer,
but he had a reputation for being very difficult to manage. In fact, in
our first meeting, John told me that his boss had been “an idiot who
didn’t deserve the air he was breathing.” Nonetheless, if CES didn’t
have John’s prowess, I’m sure that we wouldn’t have enjoyed the
degree of success that we did. I’m thankful that he and I learned to
work together for the benefit of CES.
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3. Developing and manufacturing OCR equipment required many of
the same kinds of electromechanical manufacturing capabilities and
personnel as the key-to-tape equipment. CES was already equipped
with the capabilities and personnel because of the Entron bankruptcy.

4. Farrington Business Machines, just across the Potomac from CES,
became overextended by making bigger and faster OCR machines.
Farrington had to close its doors, making some of the best technical
talent in the OCR industry available to us for the OCR development
team.

5. Microchip manufacturers had made significant breakthroughs in
device development in recent years, including reliability, miniaturiza-
tion, and price reductions. These technologists created a chip called
the “self-scanning diode array,” which became the “eye and heart” of
our newly designed OCR reader.

6. I was a proven and energetic salesman. I divided my time between pre-
paring potential customers for our unique, highly accurate OCR reader
and selling the excess manufacturing capacity at CES for an immediate
cash flow. This strategy served to keep CES afloat while our engineers
developed our superior OCR system for the RP marketplace.

Once again, our timing was crucial. We had very little control over
many of these factors. When we recognized them, we were able to effec-
tively and collectively capitalize on them.

Our financial wizards prepared a variety of business plans, including
cash flows and income statements, allowing us to create balance sheets that
showed that CES just might be able to pull off one of the great turn-
arounds of the decade with a lot of hard work and a bit of luck. Even
though we faced the toughest corporate period of our lives, at least as com-
pared to the disastrous day of CES’s layoff, things were looking up.

As I left my office one evening, I reviewed the results of the past
months. I realized I was fortunate. I had someone to love and something
to do. Now, once again, I had a plan I believed in, and I could look for-
ward to better days.
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Over many years, I have learned the importance of these elements to a
full and balanced life. I suggest you take proactive steps to make sure you
have each of these assets, that is, someone to love, something to do, some-
thing to look forward to, and, most important, a plan to follow in your
saddlebags for your journey.
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Chapter Nine:

Finally, Breaking Even!

Always hope for the best, but plan for the worst.

From 1972 to 1974, CES and all of our associates were in a constant
struggle for survival. On one hand, we had to hold off suppliers that we
owed for merchandise that they, in good faith, had supplied us with to
build the now-defunct key-to-tape systems. On the other hand, we had to
scramble to raise money wherever we could to meet our payroll. To that
end, we opened a data entry “job shop” to use the inventory that Com-
pany X left. This meant that CES provided production services, including
labor, equipment, and management, to a variety of companies in order to
more fully utilize its facility, equipment, and management talent. As we all
pulled together just to stay alive, we reduced salaries and cut work hours as
much as possible. We also adjusted our work schedule for full-time work-
ers to nine hours per day on Monday through Thursday and a half-day on
Friday, which everyone loved. In fact, long before flextime became so pop-
ular, CES offered this appreciated employee perk.

During this stressful time, I’d spend a few dollars on my woodworking
hobby or buy a new gadget for the kids and me to fiddle with as we pre-
pared our animals for upcoming 4-H competitions. From the close of
work on Friday until Monday at eight o’clock, I always tried to devote the
sixty hours to Lynda and the kids. In retrospect, given all of the circum-
stances at work, the time with them on our little farm was the healthiest
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distraction I could have had. It probably had a lot to do with saving CES
and ultimately my sanity.

I also believe that CES was able to survive and thrive because we had
the ability to cope with adversity, see the humor in sometimes awkward
situations, and learn from all of our experiences. One particular incident
demonstrates what it meant for all of us at CES to experience a glimpse of
corporate insanity, apparent unethical behavior, and ultimately the corpo-
rate integrity, understanding, and goodwill of one of the world’s largest
pharmaceutical firms.

After our layoff, CES had far too much space for its current operations.
We decided to try to sublet as much as 75 percent of our building space.
Soon after we began advertising the space, a professor from a local univer-
sity visited us. He and his team had moved into the commercial phase of
their biomedical development project, and as such they were no longer
qualified for space at their university. We were offering a two-year lease at
a reasonable rate, but we would not put up new privacy walls. We
expected to reacquire the space at the end of the lease. The lack of walls
meant that each organization would need to respect the other’s needs,
equipment, and privacy.

Even though the professor heard the attractive lease rate we quoted him
and the duration of the lease, he clearly hadn’t paid attention to the part
about respecting each other’s rights and needs. In the ensuing months,
after regular work hours, he and his team freely used our fax machines,
oscilloscopes, and telephones. We complained, both in memos and sit-
down meetings. Gradually, our tenants began to comprehend what was
expected of them. Meanwhile, it was becoming obvious to all of us that,
whatever the professor and his team were doing, it was successful. They
were getting a lot of attention from well-dressed business executives who
looked, spoke, and acted as if they were from Wall Street. Over the first six
months of his tenancy, the professor tripled his space usage, which helped
with our cash flow, even as it left us competing for parking spaces with his
growing company.

Things began to slowly improve for CES. We were meeting our frugal
payroll and paying down enough of the debt that we owed to keep our
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creditors under control. We had not yet secured any confirmed wholesale
orders for our OCR equipment, but the combination of the gross profits
from the key-to-tape division, the job shops, the space rental, as well as the
strict control of payroll and tightfisted management of expenses meant
that CES was close to breaking even. OCR customers were warming to the
extraordinary accuracy of our readers when we demonstrated them on
their test decks. I was convinced that it was only a matter of time before we
secured volume orders from customers as CES prepared itself to penetrate
the payment-processing industry, which had by that time annual revenues
of $100 million.

Technically speaking, John Guthrie and his engineering team were
doing a great job. CES was developing incredible reading performance. I
always asked potential customers to commit cash advances with their
orders so CES could purchase raw materials. At that time, we were on a
cash-and-carry basis with most of our vendors. I believed that, once the
potential CES customers fully understood the accuracy of our reader, the
competition would be eliminated. Thus, advances would be forthcoming
and cash flow would, once again be positive. Things were looking up!

On a rainy Friday morning in 1974, the mystery of the professor’s
“doings” was solved. A smartly dressed young woman marched into my
office and announced that her company, Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, had
negotiated a multiyear lease with our building’s owner, a Boston-based
property-management firm. She informed me that CES had thirty days to
vacate the building. I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. Initially, I
ranted and raved about the unfairness of the situation, but she just walked
out of my office, leaving behind the thirty-day eviction notice. Feeling
livid, for the first and only time in my life, I threw a chair against the wall.
I threw it so hard that it broke through the wallboard.

Then I sat down at my desk and stared out the window. After all that
CES had been through and with the progress we were showing, having this
happen at this crucial point in time was beyond my comprehension. I
thought fleetingly about jumping out of my office window. But I realized
my office was only fifteen feet off the ground. I’d probably only sprain an
ankle or fracture something.
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Still, I felt completely lost. If we couldn’t get Pfizer to retract their
action, CES’s life would be over. With the current state of our balance
sheet and profit-and-loss statement, I knew we would have great difficulty
in securing a new lease anywhere else. I decided to follow the advice I had
often given to others.

I’d say, “When in doubt, seek a qualified constructive dissenter.”
I’d seek someone who could help us work through the problem

together. I called my longtime friend and attorney, Bob McLaughlin, who
was fully aware of our recent corporate progress. He suggested I come to
his office. There, we would try to sort out a legal remedy, if there was one,
to the disastrous eviction notice.

Bob and one of his senior partners, Calvin Cobb, talked with Pfizer’s
attorneys and found that Pfizer and the professor were clearly within their
legal rights. They had simply taken advantage of the fact that CES could
not qualify for extended lease terms because of its precarious financial con-
dition. Therefore, we were operating on a month-to-month lease. Under-
standably, any landlord would grab the opportunity to sign a long-term
lease with one of the largest and most financially successful drug compa-
nies in the world. CES had no legal standing, but our lawyers and I dis-
cussed the ethics of what Pfizer and the professor had done. I
acknowledged that CES had actually hurt itself by sharing the building
with the professor and helping him with administrative and engineering
tasks, which helped his product development and his image. Could this be
an opportunity to get Pfizer’s attention?

We drafted a letter to General Pratt, then chairman and CEO of Pfizer.
In my experience, those at the top of corporations tend to be more com-
passionate and ethical than most of the middle- and lower-level employees.
While not illegal, we felt Pfizer’s actions were highly unethical. By that
evening, thanks to Bob and Calvin, I had a two-page, powerfully worded
summary of the chronology of the events, beginning with our leasing the
space to the professor and ending with our eviction notice. The letter also
suggested that, if the professor’s project, a new type of computerized axial
tomography (CT) scanner, was as successful as Pfizer had now publicly
projected it to be, the CES building wouldn’t be large enough to meet
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their production needs in any case. I requested a meeting with General
Pratt within ten days. My goal would be to try to persuade him to change
his mind, given the ethics of the situation, as well as the practicality of the
size of our building versus what they had professed their needs to be. The
ten-day delay was deliberate. During that time, we sent copies of the letter
to members of Congress and many potential CES allies, as well as anyone
else who might be able to influence Pfizer’s management. I always carried
several copies of the letter with me to show to anyone who would take a
few minutes to listen to our story. In fact, one of the names in Bob
McLaughlin’s contact file was Bob Shafer, Pfizer’s Washington public rela-
tions representative. Bob had known him for many years, and he also
became a recipient of our letter.

Over the upcoming weekend, my Aunt Helen was scheduled to visit
Washington to attend a New York Giants football game, in which she
owned an interest. The night before the game, Lynda and I always met
with Helen and a few of the players for dinner at the Key Bridge Marriott.

On this occasion, as after-dinner coffee arrived, Helen asked, “How are
things going with that company of yours that I’ve been hearing about for
years?”

After explaining the week’s exhausting events, I handed Helen a copy of
the letter to General Pratt. It was just in case she knew someone who
might help CES. Helen took the letter. In the dimness of the restaurant
light, she struggled intently to read it.

She said, “You’re not going to believe what I’m going to tell you. In two days,
I will be playing golf with the wife of a Pfizer director. What a coincidence.”

Smiling, I replied, “Do whatever you can on our behalf.”
To this day, I do not know how much Helen influenced the final out-

come. However, four days after she played her round of golf, the husband
of Helen’s golf partner called to tell me that he had read our letter. He was
sympathetic to our situation, and he would personally discuss the matter
with General Pratt.

I will never know the degree to which these contacts impacted the final
outcome of the Pfizer story, but I do know that they certainly didn’t hurt
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our cause. In many instances, it isn’t what you know but who you know
that can make all the difference.

On the following Monday, two days after sending our letter to General
Pratt, I went looking for new space for CES. I was still hoping for the best,
but I was planning for the worst. I initially limited my search to a twenty-
mile radius from our current facility. I found several places, including a
brand-new building in Columbia, Maryland, just twelve miles from our
existing facility. The space provided substantial opportunity for expansion.
I took many pictures with the intent of trying to sell General Pratt on this
site as an even more attractive opportunity … if and when I was able to
meet with him. The new space I found would provide Pfizer with a more
attractive long-term expansion alternative, which might result in CES
being able to stay put.

As promised, I called General Pratt’s office at the end of the week. I
talked to his administrative aide, who dutifully but with unusual attentive-
ness advised me that General Pratt was unavailable, but that an arrange-
ment had been made for me to speak with the head of one of Pfizer’s
largest divisions. I was given an appointment in New York for the follow-
ing Tuesday at 11:00 AM.

When the date and time arrived, I was in Pfizer’s lobby looking my
sharpest. I was escorted to my contacts office and after receiving an unusu-
ally warm greeting, given the circumstances of my visit, I described to the
division head what had happened.

Then I asked, “What would you do if you were in my shoes?”
His answer was telling. He said, “I’d be so damn mad I’d want to blow

up the place to …”
He then informed me of a series of mistakes and misunderstandings

that Pfizer underlings had made with regard to the acquisition of the CES
space. He said Pfizer wanted to make things right by transferring their
attractive multiyear lease for the building to CES—if we wanted it. The
eviction notice was withdrawn. Additionally, Pfizer would guarantee
CES’s lease payments for two years in satisfaction of the Boston property
owner’s request. Pfizer had worked this whole arrangement, and I didn’t
know a single thing about it.
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I hardly knew what to say. In two weeks, a fatal blow for CES had been
turned into an overwhelming victory. The problem wouldn’t have been
solved without the compassion and ethical maturity of Pfizer’s senior man-
agement, whose behavior was a perfect example of owning up to one’s mis-
takes, apologizing, and then fixing the problem.

Incidentally, Pfizer did move into the space we found in Columbia. As
far as I know, they were quite happy there for many years.

About a month later, CES received its first large wholesale order from
General Instruments Corporation (GIC) for one hundred OCR reader/
transports valued at $400,000, including an advance payment of
$200,000. This order was the best news we’d had in a very long time. I
personally went to GIC to finalize the deal.
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Chapter Ten:

Have Check, Will Travel

Be creative!

Financially speaking, those five years prior to the order from GIC had
been a rough time for all of us at CES. My personal relationship with vari-
ous credit card companies had been pushed to the breaking point on sev-
eral occasions. To reduce my stress and save a few dollars during CES’s
difficult years, I decided to personally overhaul my 1968 Mercedes 280S.
The car was my pride and joy. Now, all I needed to complete the overhaul
was a set of new tires.

I decided to drive my car to the GIC meeting. I planned to leave it at
the local Michelin tire dealership to get the new tires mounted while I
attended to the final negotiations at GIC. By 5:00 PM, I had the check for
$200,000 in my pocket and the order for one hundred OCR reader/trans-
ports in hand.

By the time I returned to the Michelin dealer, I was exhilarated. My car
had four brand-new Michelin tires mounted and balanced. I was ready to
go. I couldn’t wait to drive my car, and I immediately went to the office to
pay my bill. I confidently handed my credit card to the cashier. I had used
the last of my cash to pay for a cab ride from GIC. The credit card was the
only means I had to pay for the tires. The cashier dutifully processed my
card, but the authorization was denied. She looked at me quizzically, and
my euphoria began to evaporate.
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I knew I had been living close to the edge, but I thought I had enough
left on my credit line to cover the tire purchase. Embarrassed, I asked for a
phone so I could call the credit card company to try to persuade someone
to authorize my tire purchase. After I was connected to customer service, I
had to work my way through several layers of intermediaries before I
finally reached a senior credit manager, who politely listened to my story.

“I wasn’t notified of my delinquent status,” I explained.
“Mr. Cunningham,” he began patiently, “you are a businessman. You

must know that my company is in business to make a profit, just the same
as yours. We make a profit by extending credit to people like you. If every-
one plays according to the rules, we charge our merchants enough to cover
our expenses and have a little bit left over for profit. But I’ve just run a
five-year analysis on your account. Our accumulated return on your card is
minus seven percent. What would you do if you were me?”

I was surprised, impressed and depressed that the credit manager could
so quickly quantify the negative value that our five-year association had
brought to his company. The only honest answer was telling him not to
extend me anymore credit, but I could not say that in front of people who
had just mounted four expensive tires on my car.

Instead, I mumbled, “You should have advised me that I had used up
my credit line, since I had been such a loyal customer.”

That effectively ended the conversation as well as my chances of getting
the credit card company to approve my transaction.

I then asked the Michelin desk clerk, “Can I speak with the manager?”
I felt relieved when he arrived in the attire of a mechanic. In my experi-

ence, people who work with their hands are easier to deal with than people
in business suits. I explained my situation, emphasizing the significant
trust that GIC had placed in CES and me. As I ended my tale, I pulled the
$200,000 check from my briefcase.

I said, “GIC had enough faith in me to advance me this money.” Smil-
ing, I asked, “Would you, in the light of GIC’s faith in me, be willing to
accept my personal check for the tires?”
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The manager hesitated a moment. I suspect he was wondering if he
could trust this deadbeat who was overextended on his credit card. But
then he looked at the check from GIC.

Nodding, he replied, “Yes, I would.”
I was delighted. I thanked the manager profusely.
I said, “I’ll call Michelin’s corporate office and tell them how well I had

been treated at your dealership.”
I paid my bill and then drove home, completely happy in my beautiful,

now fully restored Mercedes with a $200,000 advance in my pocket and a
$400,000 order. Some days in the entrepreneurial world are better than
others!

Sometimes, an entrepreneur needs to be able to think creatively, take a
risk, and trust that people are willing to help.
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Chapter Eleven:

Where Do We Go from Here?

Timing isn’t everything, but it’s almost everything. Take note of tim-
ing in your planning.

If the early and middle seventies were financial and operational nightmares
for CES, the later half of the decade made up for all of the difficulties. We
enjoyed a wonderful period of corporate growth and financial prosperity.
In addition to GIC, our customer base expanded to include Bell & How-
ell, TRW, BancTec, CompuScan, Ameromatic, and Recognition Equip-
ment, Inc., in the United States. We also had international customers such
as Pixa in Germany and TK, a Japanese distributor that had been very suc-
cessful in selling OCR in Asia. Our revenues soared to $8 million annually
and continued to explode in successive years. By 1980, CES was back up
to almost one hundred associates. I’m proud to say that many of those
folks were returning veterans. They had been with us prior to our 1972
layoff. CES directors, investors, and associates could not have been hap-
pier. We also issued stock options to as many associates as we were allowed
so they could enjoy the fruits of the team effort at CES.

The only dark aspect of this fantastic recovery and sales/profit growth
was that the total available wholesale market opportunity for OCR
reader/transports was only about $12 million annually, and CES had
already captured most of that market. We were a niche wholesale prod-
uct supplier. Try as we might to sell to the bigger retail suppliers, includ-
ing IBM, NCR, and Burroughs, they really were not potential customers
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for CES. The primary reason for this can be found in a factor called “not
invented here” (NIH). In other words, even though our reading technol-
ogy was dramatically superior to the technology of the large retail suppli-
ers, these major companies maintained they had a reader “in
development and almost ready for release” that would be far superior to
CES’s technology. This type of boasting is actually fairly common in
industry. It’s generally due to false pride, but it’s also related to the fact
that our competitors were spending so much money on R&D that they
truly believed that it couldn’t be long before they would surpass our
technology. While CES wasn’t able to sell to the large companies, we
took great pride in the fact that none of these giants was ever able to
exceed our product’s superior reading performance.

Still CES had a problem, because the large companies were not poten-
tial customers and CES had captured almost all of its potential market by
1980. Therefore, we had limited upside growth potential going forward.
We concluded we could only continue to grow in sales and profits if we
moved into a new field or acquired a greater share of the OCR data entry
markets through one of two processes: forward integration or backward
integration.

• Forward integration: We could broaden our product line and compete
with our wholesale customers by going directly into the retail market. In
effect, this meant that CES would be competing with the very same cus-
tomers to which our wholesale products were distributed.

• Backward integration: We would get into the semiconductor manu-
facturing market and produce the microchips that we used in our
reader/transports.

None of us believed that CES had the technology, financial resources,
or marketing experience to engage in backward integration. We were in a
catch-22! Each of these courses was fraught with significant risks. Either
we needed to enter an area of technology that was unknown to CES, or
enter into direct competition with the customers who had furnished us
with our revenue and profits for the past five years.
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I spent a lot of time writing detailed memorandums to myself on the
pros and cons of competing with the very customers who had made us so
successful. We studied the growth problem repeatedly. Finally, we con-
cluded that, in the interest of the original intent of the company, our
investors, management, and all of our associates, we had to take the risk
and integrate forward. This was the most important decision that CES had
made since the founding of the company. The consequences of the deci-
sion would determine our future growth—or lack thereof—over the next
decade. If our forward integration was successful, CES would be posi-
tioned to grow to possibly $100 million in revenue. If we weren’t able to
make the leap, we could lose our company. Management made its recom-
mendation to the board. After lengthy debate, our board of directors
unanimously supported our proposal.

How was CES to move forward with this risky strategy, especially con-
sidering the changes that would be required to move from being a whole-
sale to a retail supplier? We decided to acquire our way into the market by
offering to buy experienced distribution and service forces from current
suppliers. Some were already our customers. We planned to differentiate
ourselves through our superior reading and specialized magnetic inscrip-
tion character recognition (MICR) printing technologies as well as form-
ing important customer relationships.

We also had even newer technology advances being developed that we
could bring to the market over the next few years to further our growth
and differentiation. Due to our smaller size, our ability to focus, and the
speed and quality of our engineering development team, we felt we had
several distinct competitive advantages. The solution was to take CES
public in an IPO, raise capital, liquefy our stock, and use the stock to
acquire existing successful distribution forces. To do so, we would need
board authorization to prepare and file an SEC registration statement and
find an underwriter who would sell our shares to the general public.

Our IPO’s success depended on our previous three years’ financial per-
formance as well as our investment banker’s and the public’s belief in our
future growth potential at both the revenue and profit lines. After discus-
sions with our new investment banker, we agreed the sale of 20 percent of
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CES stock could bring in as much as $5 million. About $3 million of the
proceeds would be available for direct investment in CES. The remaining
$2 million would be shared among investors and management. If our IPO
was successful, CES would be valued in the aggregate at $25 million on
the day of its IPO. More importantly, CES would have gained a financial
war chest and a publicly traded stock, with which we could begin acquir-
ing distribution forces. Many of us, myself included, relished the idea of
going public because we were facing the heavy-expenditure years of college
tuitions. The proceeds we would receive from our IPO would certainly
help our pocketbooks and put our children through the years of higher
education that we had envisioned almost 15 years before when we left the
comfort zone of NASA to begin our entrepreneurial journey.

Timing, once again, was crucial. The timing of our offering was signifi-
cant in that we had negotiated several financially very rewarding customer
contracts, which stretched out over the next several years. By late 1980,
after a tremendous effort on everyone’s part, CES was ready for its public
debut. On April 16, 1981, CES became a publicly traded company
through a comanaged underwriting conducted by Hambrecht & Quist of
California and Baker Watts of Baltimore, Maryland. Both were preemi-
nent investment banking firms at that time.
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Chapter Twelve:

Corporate Renewal: Luxury or
Necessity?

The mark of a successful man is one who has spent an entire day on
the bank of a river without feeling guilty about it.

When CES’s sales and profits were exploding, I first became concerned
that the corporate performance that we had enjoyed for more than ten
years was lessening. Our financial performance was outstanding, but I felt
that was largely due to the momentum we had established five years earlier
when we initially achieved profitability. Something in my subconscious
told me that we were now in the process of losing our momentum. This
bothered me because we were still nowhere near the corporate objectives
that we had described in our initial business plan, upon which we had
raised our initial round of venture capital financing. To meet our objec-
tives in the highly competitive market that we had chosen, my associates
and I were going to have to perform well above our peers. Still, there was
no concrete proof that we had a problem. It was just a feeling that I had.

I decided to join a corporate networking group for CEOs. I began talk-
ing with my peers about my concerns. I found that corporate inertia or
lack thereof was something that others had felt, too. It was a classic prob-
lem in the business world. It most often occurs when the company’s mis-
sion becomes diluted because the associates’ authority and responsibility,
which were initially clear and compelling, is spread across too many peo-
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ple. When that happens, associates no longer feel a strong personal com-
mitment to get the job done. Because CES was so growth determined, we
were already experiencing this slack in associates’ commitment. As we con-
tinued to grow and take on new associates, it would only get worse unless
we took some positive action to correct it. But I didn’t have any answers.
My peers didn’t seem to have the answers either.

It was around this time I traveled to England to introduce CES’s OCR
systems there. We thought the country presented a significant sales oppor-
tunity for our products. As I browsed a newsstand before boarding my
plane, I bought a recently published book entitled Top Management Strat-
egy, by Benjamin Tregoe and John Zimmerman. It was one of the best
decisions I have ever made. I devoured the book on my flight. It had a
great effect on me then, and it has inspired me tremendously over the
years, particularly from a strategic viewpoint. I have used this book as the
basis of a long quest to develop a simple, well-defined, easily implemented
corporate renewal process. I used the process periodically to reinvigorate
CES. I later realized I could use the same process to give other corpora-
tions a much-needed boost. The process is described as follows:

A company’s strategic statement is the single most important descrip-
tion of an organization, and it should be very carefully crafted. According
to Tregoe and Zimmerman, the strategic statement is the “framework that
guides the decisions that determine the nature and direction of an organi-
zation.” 5It tells what your company is going to do, not how you intend to
accomplish it.

Therefore, the first order of business is to determine what the new or
freshened corporate strategy should be. This should be decided in the light
of the current market as well as operational and financial conditions
within the company. Development of the company’s strategic statement is
difficult, but it’s critically important. If you can get this statement right,
everything else will begin to fall into place. Armed with your strategic
statement, your company will be reinvigorated … at least for another cou-
ple years. When you are again hit with a lull in corporate inertia, just start
the process all over again.
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Where do you go to map out the company’s strategic statement? It’s
best to plan a corporate retreat. Over the years, I have developed a system-
atic program for corporate retreats. I use it in my current consulting com-
pany to great success, and I offer this description to readers as my
contribution to your company’s success, as I promised in the preface:

Select a retreat location that is off-site, away from all interruptions. But,
keep it within a one- to two-hour driving distance. A degree of grandeur
helps, too. I have used several hotels on Chesapeake Bay with the meeting
room chosen specifically to overlook this beautiful body of water.

If possible, a round conference table is more effective than a rectangular
one. Simply, it adds to the equality of the meeting. As the retreat’s leader,
the CEO uses a protocol called “constructive dissension,” described in an
Appendix to this book that encourages proactive participation from each
attendee by describing specifically why the particular associate has been
asked to the retreat. Then that person is challenged to offer his or her
opinions. Not surprisingly, the quietest person in the room often makes
the most profound contributions. For this reason, I work very hard to get
maximum participation. But active participation is often easier to acquire
if the attendees have first read Top Management Strategy. The leader can
suggest this reading beforehand.

A quiet, private dining area should be used to convene the group for
dinner on the evening before the retreat actually begins. (Ideally, this same
area should be used for the rest of the retreat.) I engage the participants in
discussions about themselves, for example, their personal and professional
objectives for the next five to ten years. I encourage everyone in the room
to speak. This conversation breaks the ice, setting the stage for contribu-
tory conversation and indirectly setting the scene for the next day’s discus-
sion of the company’s future goals.

On the first full day of the retreat, everyone gathers for a round-table
discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of all aspects of the company.
However, to avoid negativity, participants must name a strength for each
weakness. The meeting usually progresses quite well. Constructive dissen-
sion becomes an integral part of this session as well as future sessions. The
objective of the third session is to reach a unanimous decision among
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attendees on the choice of a single driving force for the company. This
exercise is a great way to understand each other’s attitudes and aspirations.
It usually pays a high dividend in the company’s subsequent operational
performance because everyone understands each other a bit or sometimes a
whole lot more because of this debate.

In the evening of the first full day of the retreat, while the attendees are
relaxing, the CEO usually drafts the initial version of the company’s new
strategic statement, using the notes that he or she has taken during earlier
sessions. The draft strategic statement should be as specific as possible.

The first session of the second day is devoted to the CEO’s presentation
of the newly crafted strategic statement, posting it on an overhead projec-
tor. The CEO then encourages attendees to vigorously dissent, even going
as far as the punctuation of the statement as he slowly reads the text, word
by word. After about three hours of vigorous debate, attendees will arrive
at a mutually acceptable strategic statement for the company … at least
until the market or some other force dictates that a change is necessary.

Initially, when we held two-day retreats, I developed a critical agenda
during the afternoon of the second day. The critical agenda is a list of the
required tasks to fulfill the new strategy. It details who is going to be
responsible for each task, the timing of the tasks, and the budget for each
item on the list. It also sets up appropriate times to perform interim checks
on the progress of each individual task. After holding several retreats, I
found that the critical agenda session was just too much to cover without a
break of one or two days. The attendees would become so intellectually
fatigued by the time that the strategic statement was accepted by all that it
was far better to let everyone go home for a long weekend or encourage
them to relax in another way, such as playing a round of golf. We’d then
reconvene on the following Monday morning at the company to develop
the critical agenda.

Over the years, I have modified and added to the retreat process. My
recommendation is now that during the week following senior manage-
ment retreat the critical agenda is firmed up. Everyone then takes a little
downtime to recover from the intellectually draining experience of the
retreat.
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On the second Monday following the retreat, the CEO presents the
new or revised strategic statement to the entire company. Over the
remainder of that week, all associates meet with their immediate supervi-
sors on an individual or group basis so they can become involved in the
company’s strategy through in-depth give-and-take discussions of the new
strategic statement. By the end of that second week, everyone in the com-
pany has become personally involved in the company’s new strategic state-
ment. Most importantly, each associate will have had an opportunity to
voice his or her views on the new strategy, which encourages everyone to
more actively participate in the success of the company. That is critical to
your success. Beyond simply drawing a paycheck, every one of the com-
pany’s associates should have a vested interest in the company’s success.

For CES, this meant the granting of five-year, IRS incentive-qualified
stock options (ISOs) as well as profit sharing.

The ISOs gave me the opportunity to stand in front my associates and
proclaim, “We all own a bit of this rock, and it’s up to all of us to turn the
bit we own into a little bit of gold!”

CES also enjoyed great success by instituting with board approval profit
sharing, that is, 25 percent of corporate profits were set aside to be distrib-
uted in proportion to an associate’s portion of the company’s aggregate
annual payroll. I believe this incentive will most probably work at your
company, too, regardless of the percentage that is offered. Profit sharing
gives your associates a sense of ownership and pride in the company, and
that makes them feel good.

The final step in the process is the follow-through, and this step usually
gets the least attention. We held a meeting at least quarterly to make sure
the critical agenda developed in the renewal process was being fulfilled.
This meeting included a progress report that was distributed to all of the
associates so everyone would be on the same page.

From today’s vantage point, I can see that CES grew so successfully to
1,000 associates, $75 million in revenues, sixteen years of consecutive profit-
ability, five acquisitions, and an increase in the shareholder’s original invest-
ment of thirty times because we engaged in continuous corporate renewal.
In my mind, regular corporate renewal is a necessity for peak performance.
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Chapter Thirteen:

Becoming and Running a Public
Company

Every problem should be viewed as an opportunity.

After twelve years, we took CES public in 1981. To prepare, several mem-
bers of our management team and I attended seminars on taking this step.
CES consultants and friends with experience had warned us that running a
public company was much more difficult than running the same company
privately. In retrospect, I must have had cement in my ears because I really
never did comprehend the impact of “going public” until we got there.

I like the analogy and believe it to be true that going public is like exe-
cuting a contract with a New York City department store to decorate their
display windows for the Christmas season. After reading the fine print, you
find out that you have also committed to decorate the window while stark
naked in front of hundreds of gawking spectators.

Going public with our company was uncomfortable. However, for the
offering to succeed, CES had to maintain its financial and operational per-
formance while remaining in the corporate limelight. We had to perform
despite feeling overwhelmed and very vulnerable. The degree of disclosure
that a company is required to make under SEC regulations gives a feeling
of intense scrutiny. For me, the process was very intimidating. When our
customers saw how much profit CES had accumulated over the past three
years as a private company, they would likely be jealous or maybe even
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angry because they had not enjoyed nearly as much profit as a percentage
of sales as CES had reaped over the past several years. This type of com-
plete disclosure, which the SEC required, presented us with the risk that
our customer base might disappear before CES had the opportunity to
establish itself in its new retail environment.

We took our company public because we believed our new end user
sales strategy would support our desired growth in revenue and earnings
going forward. We also knew that we were going to compete with several
of the same customers who had provided CES with its growth opportuni-
ties over the past ten years. If our customers abandoned us before we were
ready, sales and profits could suffer severely. The public offering might
even fail.

A public company is judged by its shareholders and the general public
by what is known to the company’s management as the “tyranny of quar-
ter-to-quarter earnings performance.” That is, if you miss your projected
quarterly earnings number by a penny or two, your stock can plummet
precipitously, driving the value of the company down by millions of dol-
lars in a single trading session. This isn’t a good way to retain the confi-
dence of your board, stockholders, management, or associates, who
control the company’s and management’s future. During the process of
going public, everything the company and you ever did is fair game for
due diligence and full disclosure. Attorneys and accountants investigate,
check, and recheck everything related to the company. No one, particu-
larly your investment banker who is managing the underwriting, can
afford to be embarrassed by something that wasn’t fully disclosed in the
prospectus.

A highlight of most well-run public offerings is the road show, a multi-
city trip that is generally conducted several weeks prior to the scheduled
offering date. During the road show week, final presentations are given by
management to supporting underwriters, allowing them a chance to per-
sonally assess the company so as to encourage them to sell their clients on
the idea of investing in the company’s IPO.

CES’s job was to give these brokers a firsthand opportunity to get com-
fortable with the company’s management. We kept up the road show for a
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week, one of the most physically and emotionally exhausting weeks of my
working life. We traveled to Baltimore, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, Boston, and New York in just five days. But it also was very exciting
because I was able to promote CES, a company I had been leading and
building for twelve years. I was very proud of what we had accomplished.

One stop on our road show was of particular note. Our opening presen-
tation in Baltimore had gone very well. The audience saw us as local boys
making good. Our plant was only forty miles from the Baltimore Club,
where we began our trip. By noon, we were at Faneuil Hall in Boston with
one hundred fifty hungry brokers joining us for lunch. Our investment
bankers had told us that these brokers would give us no more than forty-
five minutes of their time. While they ate, we presented. I felt confident as
I began my presentation, but I had no sooner spoken my first sentence
when I heard a loud clap of thunder. Faneuil Hall was plunged into dark-
ness, and the microphone went dead. The power was out. I stopped my
presentation. The audience could not see or hear me. By the time the
power came back on about thirty minutes later, only four brokers were still
present. And one was asleep. Fortunately, Boston was our worst experi-
ence. From then on, things went well. When we arrived home late on Fri-
day afternoon, we felt we had sold the CES offering. More importantly,
our veteran investment bankers felt the same way.

This was a major step for the company, and it was fraught with risk.
But even after twelve years in business, eight of them consistently and
increasingly profitable, we had to make this major make-or-break decision
to fulfill the original corporate and personal objectives that we had set for
ourselves.

Please recall that one of the potential problems for CES’s public offer-
ing was the relationship strain that it might cause with our existing cus-
tomer base. Because our customer base was limited, each of them absorbed
a significant portion of our production. When our prospectus became
public, it included every detail of our production allocations, manufactur-
ing costs, general and administrative expenses, compensation of officers
and directors, and much more. We had to disclose that we were planning
to use our liquid stock and the $3 million raised from the public to acquire
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distribution forces that would compete with some of these same custom-
ers. Everyone knew that, if we were able to make the leap and take CES
public, we would be free to enter new markets and compete with them.
Not unexpectedly, all hell did break loose. One of our customers even
attempted to disrupt our public offering by spreading negative rumors
relating to our inability to hold our unique competitive position.

Nonetheless, on April 15, 1981, thanks to the persistence of CES man-
agement, our investment bankers, lawyers, and accountants, CES became
a publicly traded company, raising $3 million for the company and allow-
ing management to sell another $2 million worth of its shares. The offer-
ing was sold out. Becoming a millionaire, at least on paper, was the
fulfillment of my American Dream. Lynda and I had reached our original
goal that we had set twenty years earlier by acquiring the resources needed
to send our children to college.

I had come a long way in forty-one years. I realized that I didn’t reach
this point on my own. Family, teachers, co-workers, friends, and even
competition contributed significantly to my success. Although I’ve often
used “I” as I have described the birth and growth of CES, a team always
worked with me and backed my every move. Teamwork made CES suc-
cessful. Every cog in the wheel was important to our success.
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Chapter Fourteen:

I Wasn’t Careful Enough!

The rate at which a person can mature is directly proportional to the
embarrassment he can tolerate.

—Douglas Engelbart

In my other corporate role as the chief salesman for CES, I was constantly
looking for potential sales opportunities to increase our manufacturing
volume, which would then reduce our manufacturing costs and increase
profits.

One day, I heard about an interesting opportunity taking place in Italy
that involved the capturing of preprinted bank check information and
then transmitting clearing information from remote branches to central
clearing banks throughout the country via telephone lines. When I first
heard about it, the number of systems was in the thousands. A quick check
with the Italian Embassy’s Bureau of Internal Economic Affairs in Wash-
ington verified there was a mandate to speed the clearing of checks
throughout Italy. I further verified that the number of bank branches was
in the thousands. A small, moderately fast, exceptionally high-quality
OCR reader/transport could provide the answer to Italy’s countrywide
application. This was a perfect opportunity for CES’s OCR reader/trans-
port! But we immediately recognized the reality of a product support
problems for systems located in a country that was more than three thou-
sand miles away. Because we didn’t even have a sales office or the hundreds
of field technicians required to keep our products operating, we needed
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help to even begin to compete for this potentially lucrative business. CES
needed a reputable partner who already had sales and service offices estab-
lished in Italy. That partner could then purchase the equipment from us at
a substantial discount from the retail price. Then they could install and
service the equipment over the next five to ten years while we both enjoyed
profiting from the relationship.

Only one such independent OCR company quickly came to mind,
Recognition Equipment Incorporated (REI). Headquartered in Dallas,
REI was then the largest and most respected independent supplier of high-
speed OCR reader/transports in the world. REI had offices in all major cit-
ies throughout the world, including several in Italy. If we could negotiate a
mutually attractive contract with REI, we had a good chance of building
and shipping thousands of CES reader/transports. If all came to pass as it
might, it would be the largest order ever placed for this type of equipment
at that time.

I quickly called REI. After a couple false starts, I located the person in
charge of the division responsible for sales in Italy, a man I will call Mr. E.
Because of what we believed to be a huge sales opportunity for CES read-
ers in Italy, I quickly arranged to meet Mr. E in Dallas the next week. My
first impressions of Mr. E were that he was handsome, intelligent, smooth,
experienced, and an ideal person to be in a senior marketing/sales role in
the world’s leading independent OCR company.

I became even more impressed with Mr. E as we worked together to
develop a multifaceted plan to bring our two companies together in what
appeared to be an attractive and mutually profitable way to capture a large
part of the Italian remote check-processing opportunity. This was a won-
derful opportunity!

Over the next several months, Mr. E and I got together numerous
times. Mr. E met CES’s senior management. Everyone, Lynda included,
was impressed with the dynamic, experienced, smooth, and sophisticated
presence of this tall Texan. We also were fond of his wife. In fact, Mr. E’s
family and mine became so close that, when he and his wife would visit
Maryland, they would be guests in our home.
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As our business and personal relationship developed, I decided that Mr.
E might make a nice catch for CES in our quest to expand into different
markets and geographic regions. In addition, Mr. E’s industry back-
ground, business relationships, and résumé would dress up our public
offering prospectus by demonstrating that we could attract and recruit the
best of the best from companies that were far larger than CES. It would
add a lot to our credibility, especially on the eve of our public offering.

One Saturday evening, when Mr. E and his wife were in town, we
invited them, along with CES’s senior management and their wives, to our
house for dinner. I wanted everyone to get to know each other socially, as
well as at work. At the end of the evening, I quietly asked my associates for
their views on Mr. E. Each gave me a hearty thumbs-up signal on Mr. E’s
joining us as the senior vice president of marketing at CES. Later that
night, Mr. E and I discussed salary, stock options, and general responsibil-
ities. We shook hands on the deal as Mr. E gave his verbal assent.

The next day, along with our wives, Mr. E and I began looking for a
house for Mr. and Mrs. E in our rural community. We found one that
same day. Mr. E submitted an offer and a deposit. I was sure I had found
my backup, just in case I could not run a publicly traded company.

The next day, I went to work exhilarated. I could not wait to tell CES
board members, our underwriting investment bankers, and my associates
at CES about our weekend’s recruiting success. The first order of business,
however, was to call the printers, who were setting type to produce thou-
sands of copies of our final public offering prospectus. Mr. E’s acceptance
of the role of vice president of marketing in CES was a material fact that,
under SEC rules, required immediate disclosure. Needless to say, I was
delighted to make this disclosure. Copies of our prospectus were expected
to be shipped later that same day to waiting brokers across the country.
After completing the draft of my description of Mr. E’s illustrious back-
ground, I sent the announcement of this great hire via fax to our board
and to the media as I believed that it could only benefit CES if this infor-
mation was widely broadcasted. Then I prepared and sent an employment
contract to Mr. E codifying the employment terms we had agreed upon
with a handshake forty-eight hours earlier. As the morning progressed, I
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began receiving jubilant responses to my earlier faxes. Everyone was
excited and complimented us on attracting and capturing such an out-
standing addition to our team.

I then packed and left for a previously scheduled sales trip. I also
planned to stop in Dallas on the return leg of my trip to pick up the exe-
cuted employment agreement from Mr. E as we attempted to move the
REI negotiations for the Italian order closer to conclusion.

While on my trip to northern California, I received a phone call at
seven o’clock in the morning from a senior vice president of REI.

“Brian,” he said excitedly, “I have some very disheartening news for
both of us. I have your prospectus in front of me. I see that Mr. E has
decided to join you as your senior vice president of marketing.”

“Ouch!” I thought. “This guy is going to give me hell for stealing his
favorite, fair-haired boy.”

“Brian,” he continued, “I only learned yesterday that Mr. E has been
triple dipping. He’s been drawing a salary here at REI. He’s working for a
start-up computer company here in Dallas, as its president, at night and
on weekends. Now I see that he’s accepted a third position with you at
CES.”

I thought, “I can’t believe what I am hearing!”
The vice president said, “Here’s the name and telephone number for

the chairman of the computer company. You and I have trouble, my
friend.”

REI’s vice president and I were both caught off guard. We each had felt
that we had Mr. E’s total commitment. Not only was that wrong, but Mr.
E also had a third company to which he was committed. And I had just
announced in our prospectus and through the media Mr. E’s new position
at CES. This was much worse than dropping a $1.7 million check in the
toilet!

I was in such shock that I could only thank the vice president for calling
and hung up.

I thought, “How could this have happened?”
I decided I needed to take a run to try to clear my head. By the time I

returned, I had only slightly collected myself, but it was enough to know
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that my first duty was to verify the information that REI’s vice president
had given me. I felt my best source was the chairman of the third com-
pany. Once I identified myself, my counterpart erupted in rage against
Mr. E, saying he had betrayed all of us. The president was most empa-
thetic to my problem at CES. We commiserated for a few moments, and it
was very clear; I had my verification.

I immediately called Bob McLaughlin, my old friend and corporate
attorney.

He only said, “Jeepers, (a term that I knew Bob reserved for use only for
his most serious concerns) we have real problems.”

He then suggested that we needed to get the bad news out early. We
would prepare a five- to fifteen-line description of the event that contra-
dicted statements made in the original prospectus, produced and distrib-
uted only a day before. We would then distribute this correction
immediately. CES was about to look quite foolish. I felt terrible about our
blunder. Company management’s credibility is always a major factor in
presenting oneself to the public in an IPO. For CES, this had to be one of
the all-time goofs. It required retraction of significant material facts within
forty-eight hours of publication.

I then placed a personal phone call to Mr. E. Weeping, he tried to
describe the tangled web of deceit he had created and in which he finally
had been caught. But I didn’t want to hear his excuses for his unethical
behavior. I was really calling just to be certain the facts were correct. And
they were. He had deceived three different companies by promising to be
completely committed to each one. With that, our relationship was over. I
haven’t spoken to or heard from Mr. E in the twenty-six years since that
phone call.

I cut my sales trip short. I flew home that morning to face embarrass-
ment, accusations of naïveté, failure, and customer ridicule. I wasn’t sure
what I’d have to endure. But the long flight home gave me a chance to
gain a degree of perspective. I decided to employ a formula that had
worked for me in Boston fifteen years earlier. I’d get the bad news out,
apologize, and work to put things right.
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I spent the next days on the phone, calling everyone to whom I owed an
explanation. I told them that I had been duped. Amazingly, maybe
because the situation was so bad on so many fronts, I received an outpour-
ing of unexpected sympathy. In fact, a sufficient number of understanding
financial analysts, brokers, and purchasing shareholders forgave CES so we
were able to continue the process of our public offering.

Incidentally, although the Italian application was a very good one,
bureaucracy and politics precluded success in that arena. We only sold fifty
units before the whole idea went bust.
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Chapter Fifteen:

Growth through Mergers

The stock market is obsessed with growth; ignore this fact at your
peril.

A saying goes, “When in Rome, do as the Romans do.” In CES’s newly
positioned status as a public company, we knew the stock market was
obsessed with growth, including growth in sales, profits, earnings/share in
market share, and just about anything that can be legitimately construed
to imply a pattern of growth. Investors pay a handsome price in terms of
price/earnings multiples for companies that have clearly demonstrated
their understanding of growth. All public companies and even conserva-
tive private enterprises commonly state to protect themselves from stock-
holder suits that “past performance should not be an indication of investors’’
future expectations.” However, in the real world of corporate competition,
one of the major indicators that investors use to measure a company’s abil-
ity to grow is its past performance. If you ignore this fact, your stock will
likely suffer. If you pay attention to growth and make long-term growth
decisions, you can enjoy a strong financial ride. CES had experienced tre-
mendous growth success over the previous five years at the revenue line
and even more so at the profit line, which was the reason why we were able
to achieve our successful IPO.

Two types of growth most often apply to corporate organizations:
organic and inorganic.
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• Organic growth is demonstrated when a company is built one step at a
time. Growth is achieved through internal development that is, spend-
ing precious R&D dollars in a very controlled and effective manner. In
football terms, organic growth means marching down the field three or
four yards at a time, grinding out a touchdown. It’s a safer and surer
way to go. CES had succeeded with organic growth.

• Inorganic growth, or acquisition growth, may be likened to a Hail
Mary pass in football. The ball is thrown down the field so the team can
score quickly and decisively. In the corporate world, inorganic growth
can be very exciting, but it’s usually quite risky because it involves the
integration of two different cultures and that can be quite difficult.

CES had been developing and effectively selling unique technology
during the previous decade of spectacular growth through the creation of
unique, cost-effective, highly specialized products for the RP market.
Within this product market, CES had also created a specialized printing
device called an MICR printer that is used for generalized check and RP
applications. For example, it’s recognizable by those funny-looking little
symbols found at the bottom of all corporate and personal checks.
Through these markings, high-speed machines read and sort checks.
Thanks to our public offering, CES now had the financial resources to
pursue additional new products much more aggressively. In a stock market
that was relatively well-disposed to high-tech stocks, CES was positioned
to attract the interest of corporations who possessed what we needed, that
is, retail sales and service forces with excellent existing customer relation-
ships. Given our technology and the relative disarray of the RP market,
CES management decided the company should bear the greater risk of
pursuing growth through acquisitions, that is, inorganic growth, while it
continued its traditional organic growth. This would enable us to take full
and immediate advantage of the state of our technology and at the same
time gain important customer relationships.

We used previously developed contacts at specific companies to ascer-
tain the attitude of each company’s senior management toward a possible
merger with CES. In general we would propose that CES purchase the dis-
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tribution and field/service force from the target company in exchange for
stock in CES. Thus, sellers would acquire publicly traded stock, which
they could either cash in or hold for longer-term appreciation. Thus, we
went down both roads believing that the combination of our superior
products, distribution, and service meant that CES’s profits would grow
substantively. As such, our stock would appreciate, benefiting CES’s and
the target companies’ shareholders through perceived and actual growth.

Over the next decade, CES acquired five companies and produced a 25
percent compound rate of annualized growth in revenue while continuing
to produce above-average profits. CES prospered under its “growth by
acquisition” strategy, even as it continued its treasured organic R&D
growth.

The work involved with mergers and acquisitions is very complex and
time-consuming. There is abundant opportunity to make mistakes. We
developed the following guidelines for CES’s approach to growth through
mergers, recognizing that each merger is unique and must be treated as
such.

Primary Thoughts

Our experience taught us that the single most important aspect of any
merger is the creation of a detailed post-merger operational plan (PMOP)
for the merged companies. After our first nearly disastrous acquisition
experience at CES, we decided that both sides of the potential merger part-
ners needed to develop a detailed five-year business plan before closing the
transaction. We insisted that the plan detail the responsibilities, authority,
and projected expectations of every individual who was to remain with the
newly formed and combined organizations. Representatives from both
CES and the company under consideration had to learn to plan together
to improve the merger’s chances of success before the closing occurred. We
came to believe that the PMOP is the key operational tool if the success
ratios for mergers and acquisition statistics are to improve.
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Further Thoughts and Ideas on Mergers

There is a difference between acquisitions and mergers. From the begin-
ning of discussions with a potential merger candidate, ensure the candi-
date knows what you know about what the candidate is bringing to the
table and its value. Don’t make the company you are trying to merge with
feel like an abandoned dog that you are generously picking up from the
animal shelter. To proactively establish the fact that you recognize the syn-
ergistic potential of the companies, call the transaction a “merger” rather
than an acquisition. This lends dignity to the candidate company. You
only need to be slightly better than the competition and have a good rela-
tionship-based sales force that can convey this superiority and thus win the
lion’s share of the business. Success depends on the mental attitude of the
entire workforce—old and new. It needs to start with the title, that is, a
“merger,” that you give to the transaction.

A merger is like an iceberg. Only one-third of what needs to be done to
make the transaction a success is initially apparent. This is why the plan-
ning step described previously is so important. A merger begins with
relentless pressure from all sides to get the deal done. It involves the neces-
sary presence of lawyers, accountants, and bankers who also want to com-
plete the transaction. Management must be keenly sensitive to the fact
that, beyond the high level of intense activity, there remains at least two-
thirds more operational work that will have to done if the merger is to
meet expectations.

Mergers ultimately succeed because of the people involved. Make every
effort to ensure that management and the associates of the company being
merged with feel positive and involved in the transaction. Use multiple goal-
setting meetings, profit sharing and stock option awards, and continued
contact among the associates of both companies to reduce negative feelings,
improve attitudes, and create an atmosphere of trust and cooperation.

Mergers are an opportunity to reinvigorate both old and new associates
with the company’s mission. To accomplish this objective, two features are
key to its success: ownership and management participation in the newly
combined company. Ownership can be effected through a stock option
plan that allows associates to earn a certain number of options each year,
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usually over a period of five years. Participation is accomplished by fre-
quent communication meetings. At each such meeting, senior manage-
ment solicits answers to two fundamental questions. How can we improve
our products and services for our customers? And how can we make this
company a more efficient and desirable place to work?

Many of the answers to these questions can come from those who labor
in the company for years but rarely get an opportunity to voice their opin-
ions. Pose these questions at quarterly meetings. Then make yourself avail-
able to your associates by walking around the company to listen to those
who were not comfortable speaking in front of others at the meeting. After
building the necessary trust relationship with all of your associates, the
answers to these two questions can work wonders for your company, as
they did for CES.

In my experience, it’s important to meet often with my associates and
increase the frequency of the meetings when conditions at the company
are uncertain. I recommend meeting with your associates at least quarterly.
Tell it like it is. Always leave them with an honest assessment of the future
of the company. Preparing for such meetings will also help you measure
how well your company is doing. You can’t do this enough. Providing
legitimate hope for the future should be one of management’s highest pri-
orities. Hope can help to dispel fear and increase productivity.

By their very nature, mergers are disruptive to all company workers but
especially concerned are those company customers who have chosen a sup-
plier who has now been merged into another company. Within this real
concern is a tremendous opportunity for the merged company. The CEO,
the senior salesperson assigned to the account, and the head of customer
support should meet with customers to reassure them that the merged
company will meet their needs in the future. Do not miss this crucial win-
dow of opportunity to keep all the customers available to the merged com-
pany. Otherwise, their anxiety may take them elsewhere.

For CES, the period from 1981 to 1989 was one of continuously
searching for new merger candidates, negotiating transactions, and inte-
grating the new partner company or division into CES’s successful busi-
ness.
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Chapter Sixteen:

The Sale of CES

It’s important to know your own and your company’s limits.

With extraordinary long-term support from the CES board of directors,
associates, investors, and bankers, we had raised CES from a newborn to
adolescence and to a state of early maturity. We were approaching $100
million in revenue. We had a thousand associates, and we had been quite
profitable for more than sixteen years. On multiple occasions during this
period of success, my partners and I had been asked if we were interested
in selling the company. My obligation to our investors and associates, as
well as to my own desires, required me to give every such question serious
consideration. I asked potential buyers to put the offer in writing. Essen-
tially, I said, “Make us an offer we can’t refuse.” And I’d take it to the
board. The potential buyer usually wanted an estimate of our price, so I’d
ask him or her to execute a Nondisclosure/Confidentiality Agreement
(NDA) and once they did I would share our five-year business plan, which
projected our growth expectations in revenue and profits as well as internal
development plans. I also shared our estimates of what the going price was
for companies in our field with similar performance and expectation levels.
In most cases, this approach positioned CES comfortably for negotiations
on a rational basis, and we didn’t need to say yes or no to provide an on-
the-spot yes or no answer to the inquirer.

Because our growth had been so spectacular with revenue up at a 25
percent compound rate of growth, it was reasonable for us to use a high
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multiple of future sales and profits to justify the selling price for the com-
pany. The high price we were asking assumed we could maintain the
momentum we had demonstrated in preceding years. Most times, how-
ever, the price was higher than the prospective buyer was able or wanted to
pay.

One of the companies that continuously inquired about CES was
Texas-based BancTec. For fifteen years, CES had been a critical product
supplier to them. BancTec had gone public a few years before CES, and it
had maintained a continuing interest in effecting a merger. Both compa-
nies believed a merger might be possible because BancTec needed CES’s
patented MICR encoder. Additionally, BancTec still had a large share of
the cash proceeds from its own public offering available for acquisition
purposes. No one else, including IBM, NCR, and Burroughs, had been
able to master the MICR printing technology at CES’s price/performance
ratio for the particular application that BancTec had used to build its own
successful business. Credit for this MICR product goes, once again, to
CES’s superb engineering team led by John Guthrie.

We asked ourselves, “Where do we go from here?”
We had speculated that capturing more of the RPS market would

become increasingly difficult because competitors who wished to remain
in the field would desperately try to avoid losing more market share to
CES. Our competitors would cut prices and offer special deals to secure an
order, which made it very difficult for CES to hold the cherished margins
that produced the earnings required to stimulate interest in our stock. To
continue our growth momentum, CES would have to find new markets.
Because we believed that we should plan our future in orders of magni-
tude, we foresaw that getting to a $1 billion in revenue, which was about
ten times where we were at that time, would require a substantial change
in the human resources at CES, as well as the product composition that
CES produced.

Despite CES restructuring sections of the company multiple times over
the years, I didn’t think we were up to making the substantial changes
required to take the company to this particular revenue mark. I was also
not willing to take the risk of turning the company over to someone else.
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We looked at a number of opportunities and measured the risk/reward
potential for each. We gradually concluded that this might be a good time
to encourage those who had shown previous interest in acquiring CES to
come forward with offers.

When evaluating the complexities of whether or not to sell, at least
three main groups must be considered: the shareholders, the company’s
associates, and management’s desires. The question to be answered is sim-
ple. How much is enough for each of these entities? CES shareholders,
particularly the early investors, had done very well. Original investors were
positioned to receive a return that was thirty-four times their investment.
Many of our associates held stock options that would reward them in the 5
to 10X range for their hard work, if a sale occurred.

On the personal side, Lynda and I wrestled with the question for several
months before we decided that the answer remained with our lifestyle
objectives for our senior years. By 1989, only one of our children remained
in college. We were living comfortably on our fifteen-acre minifarm,
where we raised livestock. We had achieved our original educational goals
for our children, and we had a lifestyle that was beyond our dreams. We
were both quite happy, and we had lived an exciting life during CES’s
years of trial and success. We needed to answer one other question. How
much money do we need for the future? The answer that we came up with
was: we needed enough money to maintain our lifestyle as it was until our
Maker decided to call us home. I never contemplated stopping work. I just
wanted to remove some of the relentless pressure that I had experienced
for more than twenty years. I wanted to slow down a bit. If we could get a
price for CES that was close to what I thought the company should sell
for, everyone who mattered would come out just fine.

So, as we approached the end of our twentieth year in business, we
reviewed where CES had been, where we were, and where we wanted to
go. We had many reasons to be proud of CES, including the quality of our
products, the innovative solutions we had devised for our customers, and
most of all, the real value we brought to our customers by reducing their
costs for labor, improving their transaction accuracy, and expediting the
flow of collected cash into their depository accounts. CES was a financial
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success. We dominated our niche market by selling more than half of the
RP units sold to the market in 1988. In fact, since 1985, no knowledge-
able person in the industry would seriously consider buying RP equipment
without at least considering a bid from CES. Both the organic and inor-
ganic growth strategies had worked for CES, and we were at the top of our
game. During the first twelve years of CES’s life, we created $25 million in
corporate value, as evidenced by the price that investors paid for our stock
on the day we took the company public. This translates to the creation of
an average of $2.1 million per year for the first twelve years of our life.
During the last eight years, as a public company, we added another $19
million to our value for an average of $2.4 million per year, evidenced by
finally selling CES for $44 million in 1989. On the other hand, CES’s
inorganic growth was a lot more exciting and challenging for many of us.

In any case, and with some mixed emotion, we decided to take the idea
of selling CES to our board. After much discussion, they unanimously
supported putting the company up for sale. We hired a Wall Street merg-
ers and acquisitions firm to help us locate potential buyers. After several
meetings with potential buyers, the most interested and aggressive suitor
was BancTec. Negotiations with BancTec took four months, but we
finally closed the deal.

Quantitatively, a post-sale analysis showed that, in twenty years, the
CES team had turned Jim Melcher’s 1968 initial investment of $300,000
into an aggregate company value of $44 million of which Jim had been
able to preserve 25 percent ownership for FVF or $10.5 million for a gain
of more than 30X his fund’s original investment!

Put another way, if you had invested in CES on the day we started at
Jim Melcher’s price and had stayed for the duration, you would have dou-
bled your money every two and half years. Our last major investors were
the public, those who came in eight years before the sale to BancTec. In
those eight years, CES’s value grew from $25 million to $44 million.
CES’s growth strategies had worked to everyone’s benefit.

Qualitative successes of the company are more difficult to measure.
The incredible teamwork based on trust and cooperation made CES a
place where people wanted to work because they enjoyed working there.
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Management worked hard to ensure that everyone participated in the
day-to-day management of the company. Additionally, management fur-
ther enhanced returns to associates by offering stock options to as many
associates as we were allowed under ever-changing and SEC regulations.

When I was in my late teens and early twenties, I served in the United
States Navy aboard a submarine. Comradeship and responsibility were a
way of life as well as an essential ingredient for survival. I’m proud to say
that we were able to create a similar environment at CES. I owe that suc-
cess to each and every person who was a part of our twenty-year journey. It
was, for all of us, a tremendous experience as we were able to live out our
version of the American Dream.
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Chapter Seventeen:

Ideal Characteristics of the
Entrepreneurial Leader

A real entrepreneur is someone who has no safety net underneath
him.

—Henry Kravis

Several of Never Give Up!’s early reviewers suggested that I provide a list
of what I considered to be the most important characteristics of a winning
entrepreneur’s personality. My first reaction was that there are already at
least one hundred such pretty good lists readily available, so how can I
make a difference?

I begin with a factual account of my 1967 attempt to come to grips
with what such a list might look like. I vividly remember waking in a cold
sweat one night, while on a family vacation in Madison, Connecticut.
That was the same summer that I had accepted the position of CEO for
what was to become CES, and I needed to figure out a job description for
myself. The facts were that I was quite intimidated by my new job even
though I didn’t even know what it entailed! And well I should have been!
In looking over the list below, I had less than one-third of the characteris-
tics that I am describing as important, and I certainly didn’t know how to
develop myself to become proficient at the remaining two-thirds of the
list. So what follows is not just a list but the methods I evolved over the
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years to overcome my shortcomings, which I hope will show readers a path
which will ease the pain that I went through in developing the solution
over twenty-five years.

Also, this list is no particular order with the exception of the first char-
acteristic, Unconditional Honesty, which must be pursued relentlessly
because it’s the one characteristic where forgiveness is not usually forth-
coming. The remaining fourteen characteristics, important as they may
seem to be, are dependent upon where you and your company are on your
journey. This said, my ideal list follows:

• Unconditional Honesty

• Driven by Legitimate Passion

• Appropriate Educational Background

• Appreciation of Organizational Development

• High Energy Level

• Availability of a Distracting Hobby

• Inordinate Persistence

• Close Spousal or Significant Other Support

• Relevant Experience in a Similar Venture

• Sales Personality

• Diligent in His/her Work Ethic

• Global Visionary

• Compassion

• Reasonably High Risk Tolerance

• Lifelong Learner
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The Problems with This List

Rarely are investors or corporate boards presented with the opportunity to
select leaders to run their businesses with someone so gifted as to have all
of these characteristics fully developed.

As I look at this list, I grant that it’s intimidating! If I had been pre-
sented with such a list in 1967, I might have never started. The good news
is that you don’t have to have all of these capabilities to start, but you do
have to make a commitment to gradually develop these capabilities over
time, prioritizing the schedule so that it best fits your company’s needs.
The time to begin is now, so let’s get started:

Unconditional Honesty

I wasn’t born honest. In fact, I distinctly remember the exhilaration and
satisfaction that I gleaned as a young boy when I was able to swipe some-
thing from our neighborhood candy store. When I was caught, my mother
would lecture me and then punish me. In retrospect, those lectures finally
took their toll on my wanton habits and set me straight.

Much later, as I entered the business world as a naïve, gullible rookie, I
began to realize that to be successful, I could only afford to work with or
compete with people who were as honest as I had become. Otherwise, I’d
most probably lose.

My mother had told me in one of those many lectures, “Oh, what a
tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive.”

As I grew, I decided that Mom was right. If I wanted successful out-
comes, I had better act accordingly and carefully watch my ethics as well as
those of my co-workers and competitors.

Based on my mother’s influence and my early business experience, I
adopted a lifelong policy of immediately breaking off a sale, relationship,
negotiation, or engagement of any kind if I felt the person with whom I
was dealing wasn’t unconditionally honest.

I suggest that the best approach is to carefully study the probable long-
term outcome of living a life of unconditional honesty versus a course of
even partial dishonesty. My life’s study clearly shows me that uncondi-
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tional honesty is always the best policy at work, at home, and at play. In
business, constructive dissension is a way to determine unconditional hon-
esty because it’s often necessary to research the truth or ethics of a situation
to get the clearest picture of how to proceed.

Driven by Legitimate Passion

In the world of business, passion is equivalent to having a twelfth man on
a football team. Passion provides that extra competitive advantage that a
company needs to develop products and beat its competitors. Proactive
development of passion in yourself and your associates is an important
part of a CEO’s job description. To have a passion for your work, you
must have commitment, attitude, planning, and persistence, or CAPP.
Each of these elements needs special attention.

Put forth your best effort to develop your own and your corporation’s
passion by organizing seminars where you, as the leader, can stimulate
your associates to find a way to be passionate about their work. Passion
should be a part of every associate’s job description and a part of every
associate’s review. At least once a year, associates should work together
with their supervisor to develop passion for their work.

Appropriate Educational Background

Education, whether it’s achieved through informal or formal means, is a
vitally important contributor to an entrepreneur’s ultimate success. Most
importantly, you should have learned the value of careful study of available
alternatives. I didn’t start out believing this. In fact, during grade school
and high school, I probably averaged a “C”performance, at best. But I did
ultimately reach a turning point that helped me to see the value and
importance of education.

At my mother’s insistence, after high school, I started college on a trial
basis. At that time, any resident of my home state who was a graduate of
an accredited high school had a right to a trial semester at our state univer-
sity. I quickly found the “bad” crowd, and I got involved in activities like
fraternity beer parties, dating, and sports, giving little attention to what
should have been my primary goal: pursuit of academics. Forty-three days
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after the start of fall semester, I was summoned with my parents to the
dean’s office to review my performance. The stern-looking dean pulled out
a lengthy description of my inattention and mischief and advised my par-
ents that, if they withdrew me from the university that very day, he would
tear up the damaging record of my college experience thus far. And if he
did this, perhaps someday, when I grew up, I might be admitted to
another college.

My mother and father were, of course, embarrassed and angry. As far as
they were concerned, another college wasn’t an option. They informed me
that I’d be joining the Navy and I had no choice in the matter.

A few weeks later I found myself on a train to a Navy boot camp. The
primary goal of boot camp is to learn how to respond to orders and more
orders. This inevitably wears thin. About halfway through boot camp, I
saw an advertisement for the submarine service.

“Volunteer for the submarine service! You’ll receive hazardous duty pay,
and you’ll enjoy the best chow that the armed services can provide!”

I decided to apply. In hindsight, I really didn’t know what I was doing,
in volunteering for the claustrophobic conditions of living in a small tube
with seventy-eight other men. However, in retrospect, the submarine ser-
vice was easily the smartest thing that I could have done at that time in my
life. Upon acceptance of my application, I was put through a series of
physical, intellectual, and emotional tests used to determine my suitability
for life aboard a submarine. While the tests were somewhat exhausting, the
results were positive. Upon graduation from boot camp, I was ordered to
go to submarine school in New London, Connecticut.

As soon as I arrived at our submarine base, the testing stated all over
again. These tests were intended to weed out those who could not make
the grade before the Navy spent a lot of money on training them. When I
passed again, I was relieved. Now, as we waited for a full class to accumu-
late, we spent our time learning how to escape from a downed submarine.

Students were gathered in a classroom and introduced to the escape
procedure. First, by splashing around on the surface, we were to familiarize
ourselves with the escape tank, a 40 ft diameter X 100 ft high structure full
of water. Next, we descended by elevator to the 10-ft, 25-ft, 50-ft and
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finally the 100-ft depth levels. At each level Navy frog men coached us on
how to don our escape gear and ascend to the surface. The instructions
seemed simple enough until the instructors pointed out that the pressure
at 100 ft was such that the body and lungs could explode unless we cor-
rectly learned to unload the excess volume of air as we ascended. On the
other hand, if we ascended too quickly, our blood could essentially boil
and we would get the bends, which could cause an excruciating death or
paralysis. Clearly, paying attention, learning and practicing the correct
procedure was critically important to my life’s continued well-being. I also
began to realize that joking time was over and I had better shape up.

Following a successful graduation from submarine-escape training, we
began the actual classroom work for submarine school. Because I had
never learned to properly study in grade school and/or high school, I was
having a rough time and I quickly fell behind in my class. I was actually in
danger of flunking out. I needed to raise my average score, which was
computed after every Friday’s written exam. I decided that after all I had
come through to get to this point in my pursuit of the coveted dolphin
insignia worn by qualified submariners, failure in the classroom wasn’t an
option. I could not and would not fail! For the first time in my life, I felt a
real need to step up to the academic plate. I attended after-hours sessions
with the instructors, who seemed more than willing to help students who
really wanted help. Over the sixteen-week training school period, I
grabbed hold of a missing element of my life, that is, pursuit of academic
excellence. When I later returned to college after a two-year tour in the
Navy, I had finally matured enough to fully appreciate the benefits of edu-
cation. I made the dean’s list for superior academic performance multiple
times. I owe this performance to my short but effective Navy career.

Since that time, I have never given up my desire to be a good student.
Although I took many classes in college, that prepared me for a physics
degree and my technical career at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and
NASA, I wasn’t equipped, educationally, for the business world. To suc-
cessfully compete in the business world, I once again had to return to the
classroom to learn. And that’s exactly what I did.
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Private industry, government, and educational institutions provide
multiple opportunities for evening and weekend learning experiences that
will equip you with the specific tools necessary to succeed in your career.
The American Management Association, Dale Carnegie, Sandler Associ-
ates, and many others provide tremendous short-term learning experi-
ences. These resources, coupled with on-the-job training, allowed me to
make the transition from physicist to salesman to CEO. You can do the
same as long as you never ever give up.

Appreciation of Organizational Development

Once an idea has been hatched and vetted, the most important thing you
can do as an entrepreneur is develop a plan by which you can maximize
return for both the short- and long-term for yourself and your associates.
For example, develop a five-year business plan, including the organization,
strategy, mission, operational plans, and financials, that is, income, cash
flow, and balance sheet statements. Keep in mind that an organization is
only as strong as its weakest link. Above all else, take plenty of time to get
the right people in the right slots by carefully studying each of your col-
leagues. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a good way to evalu-
ate personality type. Be sure the positions they assume play to their
strengths and avoid their weaknesses. Also be sure the position fits within
their definition of their workplace passion.

When I was CEO of CES, one of the most difficult tasks I faced was
requesting resignations from well-intentioned associates who simply could
not grow to the higher levels of performance that a successful, growth-
determined company required. I was so determined to fix immediate orga-
nizational problems with someone who could help at the moment that I
failed to look out for the five- and ten-year prognosis on that individual’s
growth potential. While this isn’t an easy thing to assess, I believe I could
have done a better job of reviewing potential by asking candidates during
the interview process to prepare a job description for both the current
position as described to them as well as what that position would look like
at ten times its current responsibility level.
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As to the company’s business plan, it is my contention that this is a
three- to six-month effort. It shouldn’t be done in a vacuum. Whenever
possible, involve the other principles. This means responsibilities are
assigned. Thus, it begins the process of building the organization. Your
baseline structure will probably last a long time, so take whatever time you
need to make it as right as possible. It can be tough to change.

To get in touch with and stay on top of your organization’s develop-
ment, read The Daily Drucker by Peter F. Drucker or Good to Great by
John Collins. These books are full of organizational wisdom.

High Energy Levels

As a child, my parents told me that I was always far too energetic for their
tastes. This entrepreneurial characteristic probably came to me from deep
within my genes. As I approached my late twenties I came to believe that
vigorous exercise begets more energy, and I undertook what has become a
lifetime habit of running two to four miles every other day. This regimen
has paid high dividends, both in my energy level and ability to relax
because of the endorphin effect. When stimulated by vigorous exercise,
relaxation hormones are released, which bring about calmness while pro-
viding increased amounts of energy.

Your diet will also contribute to your success as an entrepreneur. In my
case, I have been lucky enough to have had two very health-conscious and
exercise-driven spouses who constantly and benevolently watched over my
eating habits. If you don’t have such a significant other, make a deal with
someone close to you so you will be constantly aware of each other. Meet
at least once a month to report your exercise and diet program progress.

Availability of a Distracting Hobby

As an entrepreneur, try and have or develop a hobby that is so enjoyable or
distracting that your mind becomes preoccupied, giving you time to relax.
Your hobby can be anything that you like. It just needs to fulfill the job of
being distracting. It should also be fun, and it should easily fit into your
lifestyle.
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Inordinate Persistence

By far, persistence is the most important characteristic in an entrepreneur’s
tool kit. Looking back on my business and personal life, I can recall many
situations that looked so hopeless that it would have been easier to just
give up. Why did I stay the course? A combination of pride, ego, fear, and
belief in what we were doing coalesced in my mind and heart to produce
my personal mantra of never ever giving up.

My explanation as to how and why this works is quite simple. Unless
one is impaired, we all learn by doing. Each time we do something, we get
increasingly better at it. This also validates the maxim, “If you can survive,
you will thrive!” In any case, persistence is the one-word formula that has
always worked for me!

Close Support

You may have heard, “Behind every good man is a great woman.” I believe
this is true, but it’s also true that a great man is behind every good woman.
It takes a team to win. One of your most valuable team members can be
the person who is closest to you, that is, your spouse or significant other.
This doesn’t mean that you will rely on that person’s every word, but that
you should carefully analyze his or her strengths and weaknesses and listen
very carefully, when they are speaking from one of their positions of
strength. It’s lonely at the top. Having a trusted confidant at home is one
of the surest ways to ease the burdens of your leadership responsibilities.

Relevant Experience in a Similar Venture

If you’re inexperienced, as I was when I started my entrepreneurial jour-
ney, try to locate a veteran entrepreneur, one with whom you feel comfort-
able. Be sure the person you choose as your mentor actually has the
necessary experience. Look for someone who has a baseline of experiences
that meet or exceed your projected corporate objectives. Consider getting
together regularly with like-minded business executives. Just telling your
problems to an experienced ear can help quite a bit.
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Sales Personality

I advocate this characteristic because, in my own years as a CEO, I believe
I spent 98 percent of my time in selling my ideas to my board, investors,
associates, and customers. Learning from Dale Carnegie, Sandler Associ-
ates, or any qualified sales training group sure beats learning on the job.
Get this training early. It will start paying dividends immediately.

Diligence in Work Ethic

“First to arrive, last to leave” is a good axiom for a CEO to follow. It sets
the right tone for associates and lets them know that the CEO really cares
about the company where they work.

In addition, frequent formal and informal communications sparks per-
formance. Meet at least quarterly with your associates. Truthfully advise
them where you believe the company has been, is now, and hopes to go
over the next year. Make yourself available in the week that follows
through a process called “management by walking around.” Associates
need to know that you are approachable. Over time and after gaining a
trusting relationship with you, they likely will find ways of conveying mes-
sages to you that will spur you on to better manage your own company.

Global Visionary

One of the primary responsibilities of a CEO is to ensure the long-term
vision, stability, and growth of the organization. You may find it necessary
to allocate specific times away from the office, either at home or some
place of grandeur, to lift your thinking beyond the pressures of day-to-day
activities. To me, it’s important to “set the mood.” On the night before
my morning away from the office, I’d try to read a chapter or two in books
like Megatrends by John Naisbitt or something by Peter Drucker. I also
frequently questioned myself on the status of the company or asked myself
how we could raise our revenue. On a quarterly basis, I’d also compel
myself to consider the need for a corporate retreat for senior management
in our company. For more information on this activity, see Chapter
Twelve.
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Another successful tool that I used was to establish a product-planning
group, that is, a select group of individuals from within the company who
possess special, globally oriented sensitivities to products and services that
fit within your corporate mission. This group is charged with the responsi-
bility of providing the concepts and detailed specifications for products
that your company will be producing two to five years in the future.

Essentially, visionary planning is one of many jobs for which an entre-
preneurial leader is responsible, but it can’t be done in a vacuum. You will
need to organize this important function by drawing on the best talent
available in the organization.

Another major contributor to drawing exceptional talent is a policy of
sharing the credits the organization deserves as well as sharing its wealth of
ownership through multiyear stock option grants. CES received a big pay-
off for sharing ownership with its associates.

For information on employee stock ownership plans, visit the National
Center for Employee Ownership Web site at www.nceo.org.

Compassion

Compassion means you “show feelings of sympathy for the suffering of
others, often with a desire to help.” I like this standard definition and the
concept of helping others. Eventually, all of us find ourselves in need of
some sort of help. In my experience, the higher you go in an organization,
the more compassionate the person.

Compassion also presents an opportunity to affirm someone’s misfor-
tune, which usually serves to build a deeper, long-term mutual respect. I
tried to ensure that CES associates felt comfortable with our company and
in their roles within the company. This action served me and CES well
over its twenty-year life.

Reasonably High risk Tolerance

You can’t get very far in life without taking some degree of risk. The ques-
tion is: how much risk should I, we take? It’s part of the leader’s job to
constantly engage in the leadership of projects, some of which are, by their
very nature, reasonably risky. Ask yourself if the risk is foolhardy and then
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answer the question by becoming familiar with a process called “Monte
Carlo Analysis,” which quantifies risk and, even more important, points
you in the direction of reducing your risk through specific courses of
action on particular elements of the project under consideration.

Lifelong Learner

Accept the fact that life of a leader on an entrepreneurial journey is a
relentless pursuit of intellectual activity and is a necessary part of the land-
scape. Constant reading, attendance at short courses, and promotion of a
corporate learning environment can contribute substantively to your peak
performance and your company’s. It’s natural to be happy when you learn
something new and empowering. Why shouldn’t you proactively pursue
learning as one of the differentiating characteristics of your corporation?

Peter Drucker once described the spirit of an organization by noting the
inscription on Andrew Carnegie’s tombstone, “Here lies a man who knew
how to enlist in his service better men than himself.”

In a similar vein, Drucker noted a slogan he’d seen, which related to a
campaign to find jobs for the physically handicapped: “It’s the abilities,
not the disabilities that count.”6

Figure out what each of your associates’ strengths are. Help them to
develop these strengths so they can perform more effectively. Finally, never
ever give up.
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Chapter Eighteen:

What Will I Do Now?

Entrepreneurs should be able to recognize when it’s time to move on
to their next thing!

The day that the acquisition agreement with BancTec was closed was my
last day at CES. While I had been prepared to stay on, the new owners felt
it best for all concerned that I leave. In retrospect, this was probably good
for both parties. I suspect I’d have been in a continuous battle with the
new owners over how to run the company.

Immediately after the closing, I decided I needed a total break to regain
my equilibrium. Earlier in my life, I had enjoyed the refreshing lift that
outdoor activity gave me. I looked at several options and finally settled on
two possibilities: the Outward Bound program and the National Outdoor
Leadership School (NOLS). Either would bring a fresh and invigorating
perspective for a fifty-three-year-old entrepreneur who had been behind a
desk or on an airplane for more than thirty years. I signed up for a two-
week kayaking trip with eight strangers on the Sea of Cortez in the Gulf of
Mexico. The trip was exactly what I needed. Two hours after I checked
into NOLS in Mexico, I was in a single-man kayak, hanging upside down
underwater, as I practiced a recovery roll in case I capsized in the Sea of
Cortez. After spending two weeks with my eight fellow adventurers, sleep-
ing in pup tents, cooking over campfires, and socializing with adult whales
and their offspring, I was revitalized. At that time in my life, it was the per-
fect trip for me.
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I recommend this type of trip, especially after a significant change in
your life. Going back to nature and immersing yourself in our natural
environment is as therapeutic as it gets. My NOLS trip established a
degree of confidence in my own physical self-sufficiency, which was partic-
ularly beneficial after relying on the commercial self-sufficiency that had
been my life for the past thirty years.

When I left for the NOLS trip, I didn’t know what I was going to do
when I returned. I did know that I still had a lot of energy and I wanted to
find a productive way to spend the rest of my working days. I wanted to
use the experience that I had gained along my entrepreneurial journey.
While on the trip, I recalled a promise I had made to myself almost forty-
five years earlier. As a child, my family and I made frequent trips from
Washington to New York, where most of our extended family lived. We
would emerge from the Tunnel into the Bowery District of New York.
Even at that time, it was a poverty-stricken area. On many occasions, I saw
the signs of extreme poverty on the streets and in the doorways of this
dilapidated neighborhood. When I was eight, I promised myself that I’d
find a way to help others if the chance were given to me. The commitment
matured into a desire to help those who didn’t have the same opportuni-
ties that I had and do what I could to raise their standard of living.

I used odd moments under the Mexican sky to begin to plan how I
might fulfill that commitment to help people. At the time, I lived about
twenty-five miles from Baltimore, a desperately impoverished city. I
decided I’d develop a consulting practice to support entrepreneurs and
venture capitalists that were starting or expanding their businesses. I’d
commit one-third of my waking hours to Lynda and our family, one-third
to my consulting business, and one-third to helping emerging victims of
poverty. I felt relieved and happy. I had the outline of my life’s plan for the
next decade, thanks to the therapeutic benefits of my NOLS trip.

Seventeen years later, my ideas have been carried out pretty much as I
had planned, except for one major, untimely, and hugely tragic event. It
occurred while Lynda, I, and one of our grandchildren were on vacation in
northern England in 1992. We were involved in a head-on collision with a
semitrailer truck on a rainy, foggy highway. The three of us were critically
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injured. Our prognosis was grim. The doctors were not sure if we would
survive. Over the next seven days, our granddaughter’s condition gradually
improved. I also recovered, narrowly avoiding the doctors’ initial diagnosis
that I’d need to have my leg amputated. But Lynda, my partner of thirty-
four years, best buddy, and mother of our six children, didn’t survive.

It took me more than a year of gut-wrenching anguish to even partially
recover from this incident. By far, it was the most difficult experience of
my entire life. About six months after the accident, still encased in an
external fixture so my leg would heal correctly, Father John Mudd, a
friend of ours whom I had known for more than thirty-five years, came to
visit. His empathy was clear as he told me that he could understand why I
might want to spend the rest of my life in bed. But he counseled me that
he didn’t think this was what his hero, Jesus Christ, would do. Father John
argued persuasively that I had a lot to give to others because of my life’s
experiences. I remember that day as if it were yesterday. The next Sunday,
when the children and grandchildren were visiting, I looked at them and
thought to myself that Father John was right. I needed to get up and get
going for many reasons, but one of the foremost was my love and respect
for all Lynda had done for all of us.

I formed Entrepreneurial Advocates, Inc. (EAI), an organization dedi-
cated to intellectually supporting the successful development of one of
America’s greatest assets, that is, its entrepreneurs, through consulting. I
have now coached more than twenty entrepreneurial companies, mostly in
the world of high technology. We developed a plan to found a 501(c) (3)
nonprofit organization, which we would name the Entrepreneurial Part-
nership of Greater Washington (www.epgw.org). This organization per-
forms much the same work as EAI does, but it focuses on America’s
emerging victims of poverty, drug addiction, and incarceration.

The very best thing that has happen to me since Lynda’s death was
meeting, courting, and marrying Theresa Cain Hilliard, a mother of three
whose husband, John, had tragically died of a brain tumor in 1991 after
they had been married for twenty-six years. Terri and I have now lived
happily together for fourteen years, and we look forward to many more. As
of this writing in 2007, we have nine children and twenty-two grandchil-
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dren. Amazingly, neither Terri nor I have ever given up even a scintilla of
love for our late spouses, but we love each other to the fullest. God is good!

I’m asked frequently if I’d do it all over again, knowing what I know
now. There is no simple answer to this question. When I evaluate my jour-
ney in terms of excitement, wealth, challenge, and pride of accomplish-
ment, I know it’s something I’d do again in a heartbeat. Still, there are
certain considerations that I know now, in retrospect, should be carefully
weighed, including:

• Cash flow problems: At CES, we never totally missed a payroll. How-
ever, during the early days, management was often only receiving partial
pay.

• Major setbacks: Only once did CES have to make a major reduction in
force. Letting 75 percent of the company go was awful, but it was the
only road to recovery for CES at that time.

• Inability to grow with the company: During my early years, I was so
busy hiring for the moment that I failed to ask if the person I was hiring
could grow to handle ten times the current demands of the job. This
oversight caused me a lot of pain. I had to replace basically good people
who were well-intentioned, but they couldn’t step up to the next level as
CES grew.

• 24-7 commitment: Entrepreneurial companies, by their nature, are
extremely demanding on you, your family, and your friends.

• Persistence: Only through not giving up, an entrepreneur can make
mistakes and missteps and then use them to do a better job the next
time. Entrepreneurs must be relentless.

If I were to do it all again, I’d find an experienced mentor/coach, that is,
someone who could be at my side, especially in the early days, to guide me
because he had taken an entrepreneurial journey similar to the one that I
was contemplating. I can say unequivocally, though, that my experience as
an entrepreneur was worth it for me in many ways that I could not have
imagined when we began this journey, that is, on the day we brought
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Karin home from the hospital in 1964. I hope my story inspires you to
shoot for the stars on your own unique entrepreneurial journey.
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Appendix A

The Best of the Lessons That I
Learned

• Entrepreneurship is a 24-7 job that requires commitment, attitude,
planning, and persistence.

• You must have a passion for what you are doing. It’s up to you to
develop that passion!

• If you knock on enough doors, at least a few will open.

• Constructive dissension is an essential operational tool for any entrepre-
neurial journey.

• If you can survive, you can thrive.

• Failure is an opportunity to do something over, except you have the
benefit of the first experience in hand.

• Whatever you can do or dream you can do, begin it now.

• Acknowledge your mistakes, apologize, fix the problems, and move on.

• A successful entrepreneur must maximize the contributions of each
team member.

• An entrepreneur must have alternative courses of action for achieving
his or her goals.
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• Cash is king of the entrepreneurial kingdom. Whoever holds the cash
has the power.

• Everyone needs someone to love, something to do, and something to
look forward to. Find them!

• The devil is always in the doing. Get on with it!

• Always hope for the best, but plan for the worst.

• You must have a clearly defined, persuasively presented product or ser-
vice differentiator in order to succeed. Develop one.

• Timing isn’t everything, but it’s almost everything. Carefully study the
timing of your entry.

• The stock market is obsessed with growth in everything. Ignore this fact
at your own peril.

• Every problem should be viewed as an opportunity.

• It’s important to know your own and your company’s limits. Study
them!

• Entrepreneurs must be able to recognize when it’s time to move on.

• Never, ever give up!

• A failure to plan is a plan to fail.

• Commit your organization to periodic renewal in order to prevent
paralysis.

• Go to associates’ strengths and avoid their weaknesses.
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Appendix B

Constructive Dissension

In 1969, right after CES received its first financing, I began the process of
building an organization that I hoped would become a bright star within
the data entry industry. Because my dream was that CES be a really great
organization, we sought the “best of the best” associates that we could find.
After conducting many interviews with several new team members, we
offered the successful candidates lateral entry salaries, complemented with
ownership through five-year stock options to be sure they really wanted to
join us.

Bringing such a qualified group of engineers, marketing, sales, pro-
duction, accounting, and administrative stars together kindled its own
set of problems. While each associate was a superlative performer in his
own discipline, that didn’t mean that he or she was particularly tolerant
of his colleagues.

At first, I really didn’t have a clue on how to handle personality prob-
lems. Eventually, we developed a process that we called constructive dis-
sension, which allows all parties with vested interests in any particular
issue, event, or program to vent their feelings in an unrestricted meeting
environment. We only prohibited personal attacks, which would be a
cause for the offending party to leave the meeting. The details of the con-
structive dissension process are best described in an essay that Steve Kivin-
ski, a writer for the Baltimore Sun, and I collaborated on several years ago.
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The Value of Constructive Dissension in a
Corporate Environment

by
Brian T. Cunningham and Steven S. Kivinski

Constructive—serving to improve or advance; Dissension—
difference of opinion, disagreement

Successful corporate and entrepreneurial leaders are intelligent, charis-
matic, persistent, and disciplined individuals. They succeed by taking
charge and leading their organization to ever-higher levels of performance.
To maintain continued improvement, an additional skill corporate leaders
need is the ability to make effective use of constructive dissension at meet-
ings of executives, management, and employees. At such meetings, the
leader takes on the added role of referee and as such is responsible for stim-
ulating the discussion by challenging each participant’s contribution with
the goal of reaching a better result than would otherwise be achieved. The
referee is also responsible for ensuring that the ground rules are abided by
and that each participant enters actively into the discussion. In construc-
tive dissension, rather than being a director, the leader becomes a facilita-
tor, orchestrating an in-depth and lively discussion.

Experience has shown that the use of constructive dissension simulta-
neously raises the level and increases the depth of the discussion. Through the
challenging of ideas presented, participants are encouraged to “push the enve-
lope” of their own thinking and that of their colleagues. This type of meeting
provides a venue where colleagues feel safe to disagree with and challenge one

Note: The constructive dissension process described herein does
not mean that the leader is abdicating his or her authority to commit-
tee rule but rather that he or she is using the constructive forum to
evoke a higher degree of intellectual focus on a given problem. The
leader then must pick and choose from what he or she knows to be
the strengths and weakness of their constituency, which opinions he
or she will listen to or discount.
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another. The result for the company is a better solution to the problem than
could have been arrived at by the CEO alone or in one-on-one discussions.
Furthermore, those who take part in the constructive dissension discussion are
now invested in solving the problem successfully.

Scientists and engineers have long subscribed to the concept of con-
structive dissension as a means of promoting advancements in their field of
study. In academia, discord is used to help generate creativity, indepen-
dent thinking, and new ideas. The decision-making process is enhanced by
the exchange of ideas and opinions. Senior corporate executives need to
learn the art of constructive dissension as a means of advancing the com-
pany’s ability to function as a team, fostering new and different ideas and
maximizing the talents of its associates and the success of the company. In
Winning Decisions: Getting It Right the First Time, coauthor J. Edward
Russo states that effective leaders not only encourage discussion, debate,
and deliberation but also intentionally surround themselves with dissimilar
teammates.

Good leaders select, tolerate, respect, and reward people with diverse opinion.
They thank people with different opinions even when they disagree. Strong

leaders can accept that dissension. Weak leaders can’t.

As movers and shakers in the business world, it is crucial for corporate
leaders to be open to investigating and accepting differences especially
within the community of their own company. However, management
needs to find ways to enable employees to contribute. By creating an envi-
ronment that encourages constructive debate, management taps into the
competencies in each of the various departments (i.e., marketing, engi-
neering, operations) that will give the company a competitive advantage.
Constructive dissension brings to light the different ideas that executives
and employees have based on their differing backgrounds and experience,
and it is these very differences that need to be encouraged and utilized in
reaching solutions to problems.
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A Constructive Dissension Meeting

Preparation is essential for a constructive dissension meeting. Prior to the
meeting, the leader/CEO must provide all participants with a meeting
agenda memorandum. The memorandum should include the following:

• The subject matter of the meeting presented in a stimulating way

• A directive to all participants to think of pertinent questions prior to the
meeting

• The expectation that all attendees will participate proactively

• The leader will challenge all ideas presented in order to reach the best
possible solution.

• Participants are invited to challenge each other’s proposals and sugges-
tions.

• All opinions are to be respected, regardless of professional background.

• Personal statements about or attacks on another participant will not be
tolerated.

• Following the meeting, the CEO will prepare a statement of conclu-
sions to be presented to participants for their review and comment.

• A critical agenda will be produced that defines the job to be done, indi-
vidual responsibilities, and a timeline.

The success of the meeting depends on the ability of the leader/referee
and on the mix of participants. Some people are naturally challenging and
skeptical, while others rarely question the status quo. For the discussion, a
leader needs to include those who are willing to topple old ideas and who
believe in change passionately enough to make it happen. Research shows
that for economic and psychological security, most employees want to be
accepted and are predisposed to agree with their boss and their colleagues.
However, a properly conducted constructive dissension meeting can over-
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come this tendency by providing a place where opposing views can be
safely expressed.

The makeup of the group can vary, according to what is appropriate.
Some meetings will involve only senior people, such as the CEO, COO,
CFO, CIO, HRO, et cetera. Others will be comprised of managers of
departments or of members of one department only. Once the participants
have been chosen, the leader must provide them with the meeting’s objec-
tive, agenda, and the topics to be discussed and distribute this to the par-
ticipants in a timely manner.

The leader/referee needs to immediately impart a sense of energy and
commitment to the task, affirming that the goal is to find the best solution
for the benefit of the organization. The leader’s attitude and enthusiasm
will determine the attitude and enthusiasm of the participants. To reach
the best solution, the leader and others are encouraged to identify root
causes rather than just symptoms of problems. What each participant says
will be tested but such testing must be constructive.

There must be an acceptance among all participants that views and
opinions will differ and that this contributes to the ultimate solution.
There are no bad or dumb ideas in a brainstorming session of this type.
The leader must ensure that the group examines each proposal from every
conceivable perspective and does not shrug off any dissenting opinions.
The leader should ensure that each proposal regardless of merit is
responded to. If appropriate, the group can be divided into smaller groups
to discuss specific topics with each group having its own referee. The
leader should remind participants that constructive debate and the intro-
duction of alternative ideas in formulating company decisions are positive
and healthy signs of involvement in the company.

In the statement of conclusions and critical agenda to be produced by
the leader/CEO after the meeting, each person’s commitment will be
spelled out with the clear understanding that such commitments must be
met. The timeline must be adhered to and each participant must keep the
group apprised of progress. Any changes to the original agenda and time-
line will be negotiated with the group.
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Conclusion

People are empowered when they are given security combined with free-
dom and opportunity: the security of knowing they will be heard in a safe
environment and have the support of management; the freedom to accom-
plish using creativity and initiative; and the opportunity to bring new ideas
and concepts to enhance the success of the organization. Constructive dis-
sension is one of the best tools available to corporations for creating an
environment of security, freedom, and opportunity for its management
and employees. Encouraging dissension that leads to lively and construc-
tive discussions enables new ideas and innovations to surface that might
otherwise have remained dormant.

Constructive dissension meetings help to break down barriers to com-
munication, especially between associates and management. Such meet-
ings empower teamwork, maximize the use of human resources, and
increase productivity. Constructive dissension can be seen as the incubator
for new ideas and a means to create a stronger team capable of integrating
discipline, knowledge, and experience.

As noted at the beginning of this abstract, an entrepreneurial/corporate
leader is usually able to inspire and lead successfully on his or her own at
the beginning, but if the company is to grow and succeed for the long
term, learning the art of constructive dissension puts another all-important
skill in the leader’s hands so that the company’s future is built on the very
best ideas generated from throughout the company through the process of
constructive dissension.
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Summary

• Properly organized, constructive dissension is a tool that management
can use to create differentiators for its company that can keep it ahead
of competition.

• The process of constructive dissension can become leveraged when
organizers proactively seek to bring in colleagues with differing cultures,
genders, and professional backgrounds.

• Sometimes, the quietest one in the room can make the biggest contribu-
tion. It is up to the organizer to get all attendees to actively participate.

• Constructive dissension meetings should be free-for-alls; however, per-
sonal attacks cannot be part of the landscape and should not be toler-
ated, so that participants can feel comfortable in presenting their
dissension views.
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Questions

1. How should you choose your future constructive dissension team?

2. List at least three characteristics for each person on your team that you
think have added value to you and your team.

3. List the characteristics that have negatively affected the constructive
dissension process.

4. What are the important lessons you have learned from practicing con-
structive dissension today?
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Appendix C

Chapter Summaries and Questions

One of the driving forces behind the preparation of Never Give Up!
was the need to bring a sampling of entrepreneurial reality to
EPGW’s (see Chapter 18 for a description of EPGW) developing
entrepreneurs by engaging them in the processes of Constructive Dis-
sension (see Appendix B) during the term of EPGW’s Course. The
summaries and questions that follow represent my answer to this
challenge.

Chapter One: Climbing the Corporate Ladder
Summary

• Passion is defined as Commitment, Attitude, Planning, and Persistence
(CAPP) and is an essential ingredient to a successful entrepreneurial jour-
ney. Measure each of these vital building blocks, one at a time, against
your physical, intellectual, emotional, and spiritual willingness on a scale
of 0–10 to extract your passion for your entrepreneurial journey.

• Timing isn’t everything, but it’s almost everything. Use this observation
in your planning.

• A supportive family is an essential part of your entrepreneurial journey.
It isn’t always what you know. It is also who you know that can win the
day. Cultivate relationships.
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• When opportunity knocks, don’t leap at the opportunity but do leap to
the planning, after which, you can decide to leap at the opportunity.

• When you are raising capital, know both the rules and the players. Be
prepared to make great sacrifice to provide the return you promise.

• To thine own self, above all else, always be true.

• Adapt, adapt, and adapt some more.

Questions

1. What does it take to be an entrepreneur? What challenges do you
anticipate on your entrepreneurial journey?

2. Why do you want to be an entrepreneur?

3. What is fear to you? Recall a situation where you have faced fear and
its outcome.

4. How do you handle interpersonal conflicts with your colleagues? Sug-
gest some resolution techniques that you have used to address disputes
between your business and personal lives.

Chapter Two: On the Road Again
Activities

You are forming a new company. You are planning the management struc-
ture you would like to establish and maintain at your new company. Ana-
lyze the advantages and disadvantages of a centralized ad hoc pyramid
management structure with the top-down decision-making process versus
a decentralized management structure. What are some of the pros and
cons of each method? Which type of organizational structure is more likely
to support the constructive dissension process?

The following are brief job descriptions for those who might be
involved in a constructive dissension meeting. Assemble into groups of
five. Each group member can select a position from the following list for
fifteen minutes of constructive dissension. Practice constructive dissension
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on any subject, according to the outline provided. At least twice during the
session, alternate the roles of participants.

Chief Executive Officer • Reports to the board of directors

• Responsible for the overall success or failure of the ven-
ture, including sales and profit growth, corporate image,
new product/market development and, most importantly,
the well-being of all associates and stockholders

• Only person to have the authority and responsibility to
direct the new company to a successful future

Vice President of Sales • Reports to the CEO

• Responsible for hiring a sales force to create sufficient
company backlog in a timely manner at corporately man-
dated prices to ensure integrity of the company going for-
ward

Vice President of R&D • Reports to the CEO

• Responsible for timely, cost-effective, reliable, and when
possible, patentable product designs based on recom-
mendations made by the marketing department and
approved by the CEO

Vice President of Finance • Reports to CEO

• Responsible for the financial management of the com-
pany, including budgets, cash flow, debt and equity fund-
ing, controlling expenses, and the overall financial welfare
of the organization

Vice President of Market-
ing

• Reports to the CEO

• Responsible for the company’s image which strongly influ-
ences a customer’s decision and should be established
prior to the first sales call, so as to set the right mood for
the sale
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Chapter Three: Failure Is an Opportunity in Disguise
Summary

• If you can adjust to the circumstances, failure presents opportunity.

• When things aren’t going right after a proper trial period, change the
paradigm by taking action through education and change in your
actions and/or behavior.

• Always take CLARE with you on any relationship-building effort.

• To be successful, find a successful role model. Copy within the bounds
of morality. Then commit to improve the model through R&D.

Activities

1. What would enable you to become a more successful salesperson? What
is your most successful approach to engaging a potential customer?

2. Describe your favorite sales stories (successful and unsuccessful).

3. Why was the sale not successful? How can you correct the failure?

4. What is your view of failure in life, in a business venture, or on a sales
appointment?

5. Describe one situation in which you failed. How did you eventually
overcome or how do you think that you might overcome your failure?

6. Write a brief description of one personal circumstance where you
failed. How were you able to overcome the failure?

• Responsible for the development of new or expanding
markets to provide the company in general and the sales
force in particular with proposals for unique, differentiated,
cost-effective, and otherwise attractive products and ser-
vices to secure the company objectives of growth and
success
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7. Describe the most important characteristic that helped you overcome
this failure.

8. Name the areas in your business that you haven’t been as successful as
you would like to be. Define the action(s) required to fix each area.

9. List the ways you can overcome this failure to make it an opportunity.

Practice #1

Failure is a commonplace event for individuals in start-up companies.
Understanding failures’ impact on the company and the team is vital to
your future success. Assemble a constructive dissension group consisting of
a sales manager and two to three sales representatives. The person acting as
the sales manager takes the lead in organizing a constructive dissension
meeting with the sales force. Use the following questions to help stimulate
discussion. Go around the group so that everyone participates.

• Describe your favorite approach for engaging a potential customer.

• What is your favorite war story of a successful sale?

• What is your worst sales nightmare? How would you bail yourself out?

• What can management do to best support you in terms of increasing
sales?

• Is your company organized well enough for you to do the best possible
job at selling its products? Why is the answer yes or no?

• Do you have sufficient authority to accomplish your job?

• Are your responsibilities clearly defined?

• What is the biggest problem you face in your day-to-day job?

• What would your dream work request be?

• Where do you want to be, professionally and personally, five and ten
years from now?
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Practice #2

Partner up with another person to make a team that consists of a salesper-
son and a customer. Perform the following activities:

• Pick any product visible in the room and sell it to your partner.

• Practice the CLARE approach.

• Demonstrate your sales technique in front of the class.

• Evaluate the other’s performance.

Chapter Four: Commitment
Summary

• Commitment, attitude, planning, and persistence (CAPP), as measured
in each case by the entrepreneur’s physical, intellectual, emotional, and
spiritual feelings about the undertaking, become the underlying reasons
for its success.

• Create and recognize your own internal passion for the success of your-
self and your company.

• Seek out and nourish a relationship with a competent, patient person
who is willing to counsel you in the development of your company’s
project plans.

• Sometimes, it is better to lose a battle in order to win a war.

Activities

“Every problem or inconvenience is a potential opportunity to create
something new.” Assume that you have an idea for a new company, a sea-
food franchise that does catering and fast food. You and others believe you
have met the value-proposition test. You see yourself as either the leader or
a strong contributor to the business over the next five to fifteen years. You
have assembled a team of constructive dissenters. You hope many may
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later join the new company at some later date. You take the lead at the
meeting by asking each participant to answer the following questions:

1. What does commitment mean to you? Define commitment in your
own words.

2. For your business, what does it take to be committed? List the factors,
discuss with your colleagues, and create a master list of what you think
that it takes to be committed.

3. Because the success of a business is determined primarily by the people
who run it, what role do you see yourself having in the new venture?
Why?

4. What are your biggest concerns about your business idea?

5. In your own words, define what commitment means. Tell how com-
mitted you are to the success of the new company.

6. Assuming the new company is able to meet your salary requirements,
what time duration (years) are you willing to commit to the company?

7. What are your thoughts on corporate ownership, profit sharing, and
management participation (ownership) for yourself and the new com-
pany as a whole?

8. What role does the business plan play in deepening your commitment
to the venture?

9. Do you believe that, if the new company survives, it will thrive? If so,
how can you improve the opportunity and accelerate its success?

10. What do you see as your personal growth potential? Where do you
think you might top out? Share a situation/time in your life where
your commitment has brought fruitful results.
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Chapter Five: A Board for All Seasons
Summary

• The organization and staffing of the company’s board of directors is a
vitally important function of the company’s chairman and CEO. They
should work closely together to develop the best board possible.

• Board members are usually very busy people. For them to be effective,
it’s your job to keep them well informed about, interested in, and
enthusiastic about your company.

• Define your expectations carefully before recruiting board members.
Then take your time in assessing their abilities to contribute.

• Term limits on board tenure offer a comfortable exit for either party,
assuming such is required.

Activities

Complete the following chart for your current company or for your
planned company.

Questions

1. What are the most important lessons you learned on how to form a
board?

Member 1 Member 2 Member 3 Member 4

Specific Relevant
Experience of
Office

Oversight Respon-
sibility

Team Player

Specific Responsi-
bilities
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2. What are some of the mistakes you would like to avoid in forming
your company’s board?

3. List the set of people you would consider for a board you are going to
form.

4. Write down three strengths and three potential weaknesses for each
one of these candidates.

5. For each member you are considering for your board, discuss their
characteristics with your peers.

6. What challenges are you facing in forming the board of directors for
your company?

Chapter Six: Creating the Necessary Alternatives
Summary

• You and your team should proactively undertake the development of
reasonable and creative alternative solutions to corporate problems.

• Verifiable customer testimonials, provided by active and reputable
users, can add substantial credibility to the entrepreneurial offering.

• Sometimes, even the most well-intentioned client needs a little push to
close an agreement. It is up to the entrepreneur to find a way to make
this happen.

• It never hurts to take a little bit of profit along the way. It is good for
the soul and good for the family.

Activities
Practice #1

Use constructive dissension and what you have learned in this chapter to
describe how you and your team would handle the following situation.
You are the leader of a new company. You have developed and vetted a
business plan that will employ five to ten associates and do $1 million in
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revenues at 10 percent profit after taxes. You need $50,000 for equipment,
facilities, salaries, and overhead to get to where the company can show suf-
ficient progress to warrant a larger investment. Engage your team in dis-
cussion on the following:

1. How will the new company make the best possible presentation of its
plan?

2. Who will the new company make its presentations to?

3. Who will make the presentations? Who is considered best able to per-
suade investors to fund the company?

4. What progress can the new company make with its plan while waiting
for funding?

5. Does anyone know of a larger, financially successful business that
might join with the new company with an opportunity to buy you
once you are successful?

6. Because the leader will play a major role in fund-raising, the new com-
pany needs a CEO who will organize a sales department in order to
establish the validity of the new company’s products and services with
investors. Who wants to be sales manager? Why are you equipped to
perform the job?

7. While we are fund-raising, how do we keep all those involved in the
new company informed of our progress?

8. Does anyone have additional ideas of how to obtain the funding we
need?

Practice #2

“The development of alternatives should be a primary reason for writing
the business plan.”
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1. What are some industries that have recently experienced a downturn or
economic difficulties? Analyze the industry’s internal and external envi-
ronments. Propose a strategy for your company to solve the problem.

2. Provide a plan of action.

Practice #3

For your current or planned business, outline at least three scenarios with
contingency plans and alternatives.

Chapter Seven: Persistence
Summary

• I hope you see the benefit of having alternatives. If CES hadn’t begun
the development of OCR upon receiving its capital infusion from Com-
pany X, CES probably would have never survived.

• I have always taught, “To thine own self be true.” But I failed to follow
my own advice by not insisting on performance indicators for Com-
pany X. I paid the price for this oversight.

• The timing of Entron’s demise and the ascension of CES, as well as our
ability to take advantage of this opportunity, was instrumental in the
ultimate success of CES.

• Even though well-intentioned professionals worked at CES and Com-
pany X, the culture and environmental conditions in each company
meant they were worlds apart.

Scenario Outcome: if
things go as
planned

Outcome: if
things do not
go as planned

Alternatives Expected Alter-
native Results
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Activities
Practice #1

The new company, of which you are chairman and CEO, has just lost the
biggest contract it has ever had. It has to figure out what to do now. Your
job is to conduct a constructive dissension meeting to discuss:

1. What new business should the new company be in?

2. What people resources does the new business require?

3. How and when does the new company downsize to adjust for your
contract loss?

4. Who will tell the staff about the contract loss? When?

5. What can the new company do for those who are being laid off?

6. Are there any other alternatives?

7. What can you do to prevent this situation from happening again?

8. What could or should you have done differently to avoid the contract
loss?

9. How does a successful company succeed?

10. What motivates the successful person to continue to pursue his or her
dream?

11. In your business, have you encountered any unsuccessful experiences?
Evaluate how you reacted to them. Describe how you would react
now.

12. Laying off people is an extremely difficult task. What would you sug-
gest is the best way to approach the issue? Are there any other alterna-
tives when it comes to cutting costs?
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Practice #2

Discuss a business leader who you most admired for his or her persistence
and his or her success stories.

Practice #3

Examine your experience. Share your story of persistence.

1. List some of the worst times that you have been through in business
and personal life.

2. What were some of the reasons why you were able to get through
those situations?

3. Was persistence one of those reasons?

Chapter Eight: Shooting for the Stars
Summary

• When in doubt, after a careful review, shoot for the stars. You may hit
the moon.

• A fresh plan prepared in a group setting will serve to promote commit-
ment, healthy attitudes, effective planning, and corporate persistence
(CAPP).

• Always take an inventory of your assets and liabilities before committing
to a new plan of action.

• Take aggressive advantage of every opportunity coming your way.

• The essential components of an entrepreneur’s toolbox are something
to do, someone to love, and something to look forward to.

Activities

1. What is the most important thing you learned from this chapter?

2. What are your dreams?
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3. How are you going to effectively shoot for your stars? What are the
steps? What is your plan of action?

4. Describe your company’s niche market opportunity, technical exper-
tise/leadership, resources, industry environment, and marketing and
selling ability required.

Chapter Nine: Finally, Breaking Even!
Summary

• There are many ways to solve problems, but you have to find the one
that fits your style. Then, work it!

• Like small corporations, big corporations usually have good moral val-
ues, but you may have to look a little further in the big company. Start
at the top!

• It isn’t necessarily what you know. It is who you know that can make a
big difference. Cultivate relationships!

• When you find a person worth supporting, find a way to support him
or her, at all costs.

• Truthfully and carefully crafted, the written word has much greater
value and can be distributed to a much larger audience than the spoken
word.

• It never hurts to ask customers to help finance the production of prod-
ucts that they will benefit from, particularly when the product is
unique.

Questions

1. What are your personal and professional reactions to the events
described in this chapter?

2. What might you have done differently?

3. Could the CES eviction have been avoided? If so, how?
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4. What are your opinions about corporate America as they relate to this
incident? Has Pfizer’s turnaround changed your views? If so, how?

Chapter Ten: Have Check, Will Travel
Summary

• It’s always best to check your credit before engaging in a somewhat irre-
versible transaction.

• If there’s a will, there is usually a way. Keep on probing for the way.

• Don’t count yourself out too early!

Questions

1. What lessons can you glean from the author’s experiences at the tire
dealership?

2. How would you have solved the payment problem with the Michelin
dealer?

Chapter Eleven: Where Do We Go From Here?
Summary

• Where there is great risk, there can be great gain. Under these condi-
tions, it is essential to carefully study all of your company’s options over
prolonged sessions of constructive dissension.

• Large, highly organized companies tend to become bureaucratic. If you
are able to recognize the signs, it can become a competitive advantage
for a fast-moving entrepreneurial company.

• Timing can’t be controlled, but you can take advantage of it.

• Keep in touch with your strengths and weaknesses as you move forward.
In retrospect, it would have been a disaster if CES had tried to go public
in the early seventies. By the early eighties, it was much better equipped
to adjust to the rigors of running a company.
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• Where there is great risk, there can be great gain. Measure your situa-
tion carefully. Then take action!

Questions

1. Given the facts cited in this chapter, what do you think your decision
as a CES board member would have been, relative to voting for an
IPO?

2. Is the precipitous nature of the 1980 decision clear to you? Why?

3. If you had been a CES board member, what alternative might you
have come up with for another course of action?

4. What benefit(s) do you perceive that CES’s investors, board, and asso-
ciates derive from the decision to go public?

5. From your perspective, is the reward at this juncture in the story
worth the pain of the twelve years that CES had undergone since it
was founded?

6. What are your thoughts and reactions on this chapter’s events?

7. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of CES’s decision to go
public. What might you have done differently?

8. Describe why you would or wouldn’t like to run a private or public
company.

Chapter Twelve: Corporate Renewal: Luxury or Necessity?
Summary

• Given the ways of man and corporate life, if you don’t take steps to
renew yourself regularly, your company will probably lose its edge.

• Everyone likes to feel as if he or she is very much a part of something
bigger than he or she is. The meeting agenda presents an ideal opportu-
nity for corporate leadership to shine by involving corporate doers in
the process.
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• If your proactive endeavors can encourage associates to perform 10 per-
cent better than competition, you have achieved your objective.

• Stay close to your associates and your customers. The rewards can be
compelling.

Questions

1. What are the signs that you might look for in your organization to
determine that it is time for a corporate retreat?

2. What are the benefits that you think your organization might derive
from a corporate retreat?

3. Who would you invite to such a retreat?

4. What are the potential negatives, if any, of such a retreat?

Chapter Thirteen: Becoming and Running a Public Company
Summary

• Going public is a major decision within your corporate life. Be sure you
have the right people in the right positions in your company before you
take this big step.

• Do the best you can to ensure that the next year or two of your com-
pany’s financial performance is well-assured. The stock market can be
very unforgiving for new entries that fail to meet expectations.

• Carefully reflect on the fact that everything by design becomes known
to the public, including your customers, during the process of the offer-
ing. Get ready for any skeletons in the closet to emerge.

• Be sure that the value proposition comes down on the positive side for
you and your company before subjecting yourself to the rigors of run-
ning a public company.
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Activities

Constructively discuss the most recent IPOs and the pros and cons of
becoming a public company.

1. Does your company have a suitable differentiator to excite the public’s
interest?

2. How big is the market you are attacking? Assuming success, is it large
enough to satisfy your company’s growth objectives?

3. Is your market growing?

4. What financial resources do you require to achieve your corporate
objectives?

5. What skills will be needed?

6. What is the time frame?

7. How do you define success in terms of sales and profits growth and
return on investment?

Questions

1. What are some effects an IPO can have on the company, manage-
ment, employees, and shareholders?

2. What are some opportunities and problems that present themselves
after an IPO? How would you tackle the problems?

Chapter Fourteen: I Wasn’t Careful Enough!
Summary

• You can’t be careful enough. However, when unforeseen problems
develop, an entrepreneur and his team should never ever give up!

• Things can get better because of unforeseen reasons, but you have to
stay in the game to benefit from these opportunities.
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• Check, recheck, and then double-check references prior to making a
corporate move that is of vital consequence to your organization.

Questions

1. What would you do if you hired someone who misrepresented himself?

2. To what degree would you be embarrassed by the events that occurred
between Mr. E and CES?

Chapter Fifteen: Growth through Mergers
Summary

• Creation of a mutually acceptable PMOP by the operating management
of both organizations is the single most important step that can be taken
in an effort to assure the merger’s success.

• Mergers are difficult. Essentially, they represent the combination of two
independently developed cultures. It takes a lot of work on the part of
both organizations to achieve the new culture that the buyer desires.

• Stay close to your associates and the customers to feel the pulse of the
transaction.

• Quickly make senior management appearances before the new customer
base as soon as a deal is announced.

• As soon as an announcement is possible, go to excessive lengths to wel-
come and present your company’s philosophies and reward system(s).

Questions

1. Which type of growth, organic or inorganic, is more appealing to you?
Why?

2. If you had been a member of the CES board, how would you have voted on
the issue of taking the company public? What alternative strategies/tactics
might you have suggested to mitigate some of the risks mentioned?
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3. What would be your major/minor concerns about running a public or
private company?

Chapter Sixteen: The Sale of CES
Summary

• Everything and every company have a time and place. It is your job as
the CEO to sense the timing of the market life of your company and its
products.

• Spend time on computing your own and your company’s thresholds.

Questions

1. What are your thoughts on equipping your company for orders of
magnitude in growth?

2. Considering CES’s growth over twenty years from $0 to $77 million
in revenues and sixteen consecutive years of profitability, how would
you vote relative to sale of the company? Why?

3. What alternatives might you have offered to the sale of the company?

4. Given the company’s success and proven management team, did a
premature sale of CES shortchange shareholders?

5. What do you think the negatives were to selling the company?

Chapter Seventeen: Ideal Characteristics of the Entrepreneurial
Leader
Summary

• For the most part, successful entrepreneurs are not genetically depen-
dent. But they develop themselves through years of hard work, both in
the classroom and on the job.

• If there is a will, there is a way. Persistence must be the driving force.
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• Timing is almost everything. After careful consideration, including
multiple constructive dissension sessions, CES’s board voted to sell.

Questions

1. How do you rank “out of the box” as an entrepreneur? Are you willing
to make a ten hour/week commitment to work on characteristics that
need further development?

2. Do you have a role model entrepreneur whom you can study and
emulate?

3. Which of the suggested characteristics concerns you the most? How
will you address it?

Chapter Eighteen: What Will I Do Now?
Summary

• Life is really just one big challenge after another. Learn to enjoy it!

• Doing things for others who are having a difficult time can be more
rewarding than corporate achievements.

• Getting back to nature is a great rejuvenator for a tired executive look-
ing for physical, intellectual, and emotional renewal. Take a break!

• As you plan your company’s or your own future, try and do it in ten-
year incremental goals. This will give you enough time to really accom-
plish something that you can be proud of.

Questions

1. What are your thoughts regarding spending time in nature to reinvig-
orate yourself? What would you do?

2. What do you think about giving entrepreneurship a try?

3. What are your biggest fears with regard to such a journey?
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Afterword

January 2005

David, one of this book’s reviewers, lamented, “You left me hanging!
What’s the rest of the story?”

My first reaction was to say, “Enough is enough!”
Later, I decided I owed it to readers, who have come this far with me on

my journey, to tell the rest of the story, as it is now unfolding.
After Lynda, my first true love, died, I was completely devastated. But

during the later stages of my physical and emotional recovery from the
accident, I determined that after having enjoyed such a great married life
with Lynda, I could not make the rest of my life’s journey alone. I began to
date, and I eventually met Terri. From our very first meeting, probably
because of the empathy we had for each other because we had both experi-
enced the death of a spouse, we felt as if we were reborn. I courted Terri
for fourteen months, after which she accepted my proposal. We were mar-
ried in the fall of 1993. I settled into a life of consulting, investing, coach-
ing start-up companies, and investing in the stock market. Terri actively
pursued her lifelong love of estate sales and plein oil painting. Life as new-
lyweds in our fifties was as good as it could be, and we lived our senior
years to their fullest.

On the negative side, we did take a financial hit when the stock market,
where I had most of my CES winnings, collapsed in 2000. Nonetheless,
we continue to enjoy life, although perhaps not in so grand a style as prior
to the market collapse. But my life at the age of seventy has taken an
unusual, challenging, and potentially rewarding turn. Terri and I formed
the EPGW because of our concern for the level of poverty in America. We
are proud to say that, over the past eight years, EPGW has successfully
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developed a replicable curriculum in entrepreneurship. It has graduated
fifty-four of the one hundred inner-city entrepreneurs who started our six-
teen-week course.

This course is conducted one evening a week, and participants attend a
Saturday morning computer class as well. It demands about four to six
hours of homework each week. With few exceptions, these potential entre-
preneurs have, on average, tenth-grade educations. To pass EPGW’s
course, they are required, with the aid of enthusiastic volunteers, who are
currently enrolled as business majors in college, called entrepreneurial
advocates (EAs), to meet the following requirements:

• Within the first two weeks of the first class, prepare a one- to two-page
value proposition defining what their business venture will bring to
themselves and their communities.

• Prepare a two- to three-page executive summary that provides a five-
year overview of their business, including abbreviated financial projec-
tions. The executive summary then becomes their business plan outline.
It can be used to introduce their venture to investors while a more
detailed business plan is being developed over the ninety-day course
period. This period provides the time that it takes to consider all of the
possible scenarios under any possible circumstances.

• Using a computer-based template, create a forty- to fifty-page five-year
business plan, which addresses all aspects of their new venture, includ-
ing a five-year income, balance sheet, and cash flow statement.

• Prepare and deliver a two-minute pitch on their business, which will be
delivered from the stage at graduation ceremonies.

None of this would be possible without our enthusiastic and dedicated
volunteer mentors. The EAs are encouraged to help the entrepreneurs as
much as possible via e-mail, phone, fax, or private meetings. Most of
EPGW’s entrepreneurs lack the academic background to write the busi-
ness plan on their own, but they blend synergistically with the EAs’
strengths.
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EPGW’s governing rule is that the entrepreneurs must be able to pre-
pare and present the final version of their business plans and answer ques-
tions on their own. The combination of energetic, compassionate EAs and
future entrepreneurs is probably the most satisfying accomplishment that
EPGW has achieved to date.

While EPGW has graduated fifty-four entrepreneurs, only fourteen
businesses have been started. These young people, who are willing to work
very hard, can’t raise the required financing to start their businesses. They
are not earning a salary, and they do not have the collateral to meet con-
ventional bank-lending standards.

Before we incorporated EPGW, Terri and I knew that conventional
banking bylaws and lending practices would probably be an obstacle, but
we thought we might be able to appeal to the Small Business Administra-
tion or humanitarian foundations. That, however, hasn’t worked, at least
not to the degree that EPGW desires. Therefore, to reach EPGW’s objec-
tive of confronting economic and social poverty through entrepreneurship
by starting one hundred new businesses in the inner city over the next
decade, EPGW found another way to raise the required start-up capital in
the form of a revolving loan program, wherein all members of the group
guarantee each other’s loans. Only in this way can we build a successful
entrepreneurship model program, a sound and logical method for con-
fronting poverty.

During EPGW’s incubation period, Terri’s sister-in-law, Marie,
informed us that she and several colleagues would be returning from Ire-
land via Washington. Marie and her traveling companions had been in
Ireland to assist in the mediation of a peace treaty between the English and
the Irish, a treaty that I never thought was possible because of the centuries
of hatred and bitterness between these two nations.

Marie invited us to what was to become a dinner that would change our
course. As coffee was served, one of the senior peace treaty negotiators, a
Presbyterian minister, surprised us when he asked that each person in
attendance describe what he or she was doing to improve the welfare of
less fortunate members of society, either in the United States or overseas.
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When Terri’s and my turn came, we described the essence of EPGW’s
mission. Several of the attendees applauded our work and wanted to be
kept up to date on our progress.

Next to speak was Bob Conant, a retired thirty-year Dow Chemical
chemist, who described a humanitarian project that shook me to the core
of my being.

Bob asked a simple question, “Of the six billion people on earth, how
many lack water clean enough to drink? How many people die each year
from either lack of water or disease-ridden water?”

A few of the dinner attendees, most of whom were well-educated,
ventured responses. Each time they did, Bob would point his index fin-
ger in an upward direction. Guest estimates quickly rose for those with-
out access to fresh (potable) water from ten million to one hundred
million. By the time Bob finally nodded assent, the number was more
than one billion. Three million people were dying every year. Half of
this number was children.

After that dinner, Terri and I decided we needed to try and be part of
the solution to this horrendous problem. Over the next year, we
researched solutions related to earth’s water supply and discovered a two-
hundred-year-old technology called slow sand filtering (SSF), which allows
a family to pour contaminated water into a small barrel. Inside the barrel,
the contaminated water goes through the sand filter. It is then emitted in a
98 percent purified state. We went to Rubbermaid and got them inter-
ested in making the filters. Then we applied to the World Bank for a grant
to conduct a battery of tests throughout Africa, where we had developed
missionary contacts in remote villages. Unfortunately, because we didn’t
have any prior relationship with the World Bank, we were turned down
on our grant request for reasons that were never made clear.

Meanwhile, as we continued our research on worldwide potable water,
the more we found out, the worse the situation sounded. Only about 2
percent of the total water on earth is available for consumption. The rest is
either saline water or water so contaminated by bacteria that it’s useless.

Perhaps the previous secretary-general of the United Nations, Kofi
Annan, provided the most succinct and revealing description of the
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world’s water crisis, “We shall not finally defeat AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria,
or any of the other infectious diseases that plague the developing world until we
have also won the battle for safe drinking water, sanitation, and basic health
care.”7

In June 2004, my high school class celebrated its fiftieth reunion.
There, I reconnected with a former classmate, Michael McCormick whom
I had not seen or spoken to since the night that we graduated 50 years ear-
lier. In the years since our graduation, Michael had earned the title of Dr.
Michael McCormick, holding three PhDs. All of his work is related to the
capture of ocean wave energy to desalinate salt water to relieve mankind’s
scarcity of freshwater. Michael had spent the past twenty-five years in an
illustrious career, researching and teaching ocean wave energy at the Naval
Academy in Annapolis and Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. How
providential for two high school friends, meeting for the first time in fifty
years, to both be interested in, working on, and concerned about the
earth’s water crisis!

Now, at the age of seventy, I’m taking on a new business challenge.
Although it’s fraught with many reasons that should dissuade me from
going forward, for example, the need for money and major technical chal-
lenges among them, I can see the light at the end of the tunnel. And I can
never give up!

Michael and I met regularly for the next year to determine how we
could join forces to relieve the world’s water crisis. I proposed to Michael
that we form a new company, which we would name Ocean Energy Sys-
tems (OES). The mission of OES would be to design, develop, demon-
strate, and distribute ocean wave energy conversion systems for the
desalinization of sea water. Michael agreed, stipulating I accept the posi-
tion of CEO. I leapt at the opportunity.

In the spring of 2005, we incorporated OES. Over the next six months,
OES developed its executive summary along with a ninety-six–page busi-
ness plan describing the following:

• The market
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• Our unique product, the Amplified Wave Energy Conversion System
(AWECS)

• The details of how OES would bring this product to market for human-
itarian reasons as well as the potential of a venture capital return

OES and I are now in the process of seeking funding, much the same as
I was doing almost forty years ago. OES requires a total of $25 million–
$10 million to demonstrate its proprietary Linear Inductance Generator
and potable-water-producing Amplified Wave Energy Conversion System
(AWECS) and another $15 million to bring our company to positive cash
flow over a five- to-seven-year period. Success, which we will achieve, in
this venture will begin the process of bringing both potable water and
electricity to the have-nots of our world. Also, to the extent that OES
achieves its goals, Terri and I will renew ourselves financially. We have
mutually committed to donating a portion of the money we earn from
OES to EPGW’s revolving loan fund. In this way, we know we can fulfill
our larger commitment to confront economic and social poverty through
entrepreneurship. To that end, we will never ever give up. So, stay tuned!
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cated to the success and support of entrepreneurs. He is also the founder
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Mr. Cunningham is a father of nine and grandfather of twenty-two (as
of 2004). He enjoys sailing, woodworking, and walking with his wife,
Terri, and as many of the children and grandchildren who can tolerate his
God-inspired energy.

This book provides an autobiographical description of my entrepre-
neurial journey, including the good, bad, ugly, and humorous steps along
my twenty-year journey through a valley of desperate despair to the thrill
of corporate victory. I’m very proud of and grateful for the performance of
CES Corporation, the subject of this book, as it grew from a few founders
who had an idea to a thousand highly motivated associates on four conti-
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nents. We competed, head-to-head, with the best of the best, including
IBM, NCR, and Burroughs, companies thousands of times our size. And
we won almost 60 percent of the competitive encounters. After four years
of start-up losses, we achieved sixteen years of consecutively increasing
profitability, returning more than thirty times their initial investment to
our founding investors. While I personally made 98 percent of the mis-
takes an entrepreneur could make, I persisted, learned, and survived.
Finally, CES thrived. I hope you enjoy this book as much as I enjoyed the
journey.

Brian Cunningham, January 14, 2007
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Endnotes

1 The Free Press. A Division of Macmillan Inc. 866 Third Ave NY, NY,
10022, ISBN 0-02-903610-0, 1987

2 “Now I’ll get back to my discussion with the Office of Advocacy, U.S.
Small Business Administration. According to their latest figures, approxi-
mately one-half of all new businesses will survive for at least five years,
which is of course not anywhere near the dismal statistics that some people
would have you believe. After five years, the survival rate jumps consider-
ably. The moral of this story is that if you’re considering starting your own
business, a 50/50 chance of survival isn’t that bad-those odds certainly
don’t seem to deter people from getting married. They key thing to
remember is to do your homework, learn from others and do everything
you can to make sure that the business you decide to start is part of the 50
percent that do survive.”
Article by Ron Flavin, December 28, 2007, The Peoples

3 Personal observations of Brian Cunningham

4 For entrepreneurial companies both the risks and the returns tend to be
much greater. My observations included a paper presented at an SEC
meeting by the venture capital firm, New Enterprise Associates (NEA)
based on four thousand investment-grade business plans. At an SEC con-
ference in the early 1990s, NEA, a successful and sophisticated venture
capitalist, reported that out of four thousand investment plans submitted
to the company, 300 merited further investigation. Of these three hun-
dred, fifty were investment grade candidates requiring intense due dili-
gence. Out of these 50 opportunities, NEA finally made twenty
investments. After many years of nurturing and development, the results
of these twenty investments fell into three broad categories:
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• Six (30 percent) achieved expectations returning five to a hundred times
on the investment.

• Eight (40 percent) were nonperformers (neither failed nor met expecta-
tions).

• Six (30 percent) were losers, in that they failed within three to five years.

Returning to the initial four thousand submissions, the above results mean
that only 0.15 percent of the companies that submitted business plans and
only 30 percent (six of the twenty) of those who passed sophisticated inves-
tor due diligence were actually able to produce results meeting their own and
their investors’ expectations. Beyond the experience of sophisticated profes-
sional investors like NEA, other data suggests that in the long run only 20
percent of all new businesses in the general population succeed.

5 Top Management Strategy, by Benjamin M. Tregoe and John W. Zim-
merman<Kepner-Tregoe, Princeton, New Jersey, 1980 & 1999

6 The Daily Drucker, Harper Collins Publisher, 2004

7 Kofi Annan, former United Nations secretary-general
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